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A study published by Clinical Infectious Diseases found that
vaccination with Covaxin produced neutralising titres against
all key emerging variants tested including B1617 and B117,
first identified in India and the UK, respectively.
Team Absolute|New Delhi
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Congress MP Rajeev Satav
loses battle to Covid
Team Absolute|Pune

S

enior Congress leader
and Rajya Sabha member from Maharashtra,
Rajiv Satav, passed away in a
hospital here after a 23-day
long battle with Covid-19,
party officials said here on
Sunday.
He was 46, and belonged
to the core team of Congress
leader Rahul Gandhi.
Satav had developed Covid
symptoms on April 19 and a
swab test turned out to be
positive on April 21.
He was admitted to the
Jehangir Hospital in Pune
and as his condition worsened, a week later he was put
on a ventilator.
After a brief spell of recovery, his condition again deteriorated alarmingly since the
last week and he remained in
the ICU where he succumbed early today
Health Minister Rajesh
Tope said on Friday that
besides Covid-19, Satav was

PM 'INDIVIDUALISED'
EVERYTHING TO
BECOME 'VACCINE
GURU': CONGRESSS

The study was conducted in collaboration with National Institute of Virology
and Indian Council of Medical
Research.
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he Severe Cyclonic
Storm "Tauktae" (pronounced as Tau'Te)
over east central Arabian
Sea is likely to intensify further in the next 24 hours.
The cyclone is very likely
to move north-northwestwards and reach Gujarat
coast in the evening hours
of May 17 and cross Gujarat
coast between Porbandar
and Mahuva (Bhavnagar
district) around May 18
early morning, said the
National Weather
Forecasting Centre of the
India Meteorological
Department (IMD).
"Tauktae" moved nearly
northwards with a speed of
about 11 kmph during past
6 hours and lay centered at
5.30 a.m. on Sunday over
east central Arabian Sea

near latitude 15.0 degree
North and longitude 72.7
degree East, about 130 km
west-southwest of PanjimGoa, 450 km south of
Mumbai, 700 km southsoutheast of Veraval
(Gujarat) and 840 km
southeast of Karachi
(Pakistan).
In Kerala, light to moderate rainfall at many places
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also being treated
cytomegalovirus infection
and some additional complications with the help of
experts. State Revenue
Minister BalasahebThorat
visited the hospital and
inquired about his health
while Minister of State for
Agriculture and Congress
leader Vishwajeet Kadam
was regularly in touch with
the family and the hospital.

the total Central Drugs Laboratory
(CDL) cleared vaccine doses of any
manufacturer would be procured by the
Centre, which would continue to make
these doses available to the states/UTs
totally free of cost as was being done
earlier.The Centre has so far provided
more than 20 crore vaccine doses
(20,28,09,250) to states/UTs free of cost.
Out of this, the total consumption, calculated based on average up to May 14,

including wastages is 18,43,67,772 doses
(as per data available at 7 p.m. on
Saturday).More than 1.84 crore vaccine
doses (1,84,41,478) are still available
with the states/UTs to be administered,
the statement said, adding that states
with negative balance are showing
more consumption (including wastage)
than vaccine supplied as they have not
reconciled the vaccine they have supplied to the Armed Forces.

Arrest me too, Rahul tweets poster criticising Modi
Team Absolute|New Delhi

New Delhi:aAttacking the
Modi government's handling
of the Covid pandemic, the
Congress on Sunday also
faulted its vaccine policy,
saying the muddle arose
because the "Prime Minister
wanted to become the vaccine guru."Addressing a virtual press conference,
Congress spokesman Pawan
Khera said: "The
Government of India did not
manage the crisis as well.
When it came to negotiation
with vaccine manufacturers,
when it came to putting in
place a vaccine policy, everything was centralised.
Actually, it was not even centralised, it was individualised, because someone
wanted to be a 'Vaccine
Guru'. Narendra Modi wanted to be known as a 'Vaccine
Guru'." He said that India
was not short of oxygen but
the government delayed setting up of 162 onsite oxygen
plants across 14 states by 8
months and "when the crisis
hits hard, the state governments were blamed".Citing
the eight-phase West Bengal
Assembly elections, the
"super-spreader rallies" and
the Kumbh Mela, Khera said
that questions were being
asked on the government's
decisions. "You can't have
centralised decision-making
and decentralised responsibility, both have to be decentralised, both have to be in
tune with each other."

Cyclonic Tauktae very likely
to intensify in next 24 hrs

Over 20 cr vaccine doses given to
states/UTs free of cost: Centre
ver 20 crore vaccine doses have
been provided to states/UTs free
of cost by the Centre so far and
more than 1.84 crore doses are still
available with them to administer to
people, an official statement said on
Sunday.
According to the Health and Family
Welfare Ministry statement, the
states/UTs will get about 51 lakh doses
in next three days as vaccination forms
an integral component of the comprehensive strategy of the government for
containment and management of the
pandemic (including Test, Track, Treat
and Covid Appropriate Behaviour).
"Government of India has been supporting the nationwide vaccination
drive by providing Covid Vaccines free
of cost to the States and UTs, in addition
to several efforts to ramp up its production and supply," it said.It said that
implementation of the Liberalised and
Accelerated Phase 3 strategy of Covid19 vaccination has started from May 1,
and under it, every month 50 per cent of
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mid reports of people being
arrested for putting posters
against Prime Minister Narendra
Modi in the national capital, Congress
leader Rahul Gandhi has dared the government to arrest him.
Tweeting the poster on Sunday,
Rahul Gandhi said: "Arrest me too."
Meanwhile, Congress leaders, targetting the government, are putting up a
social media campaign.
Congress leader Pawan Khera said:
"People have expectations from the government which has broken... so whom
the people will question when you want
all the credit."Why should people not
ask question that why their vaccines
have been exported," he asked.
The Delhi Police has arrested over a
dozen people in connection with the
cases it registered, sources said on
Saturday.The matter relates to putting
up black colour posters criticising the

Prime Minister for exporting the Covid19 vaccines to other countries instead of
fulfilling the requirements of the people
of the country.
The posters were found in several
areas of Delhi like Shahdara, Rohini,
Rithala, Dwarka and other places.
BudhVihar ward councillor Gayatri
Garg told IANS: "On May 12, we got the
information that several posters have
been stuck in areas of BudhVihar, Vijay
Vihar and others. Following the information, I along with my husband and
several other members got those
removed on May 13."
A Delhi Police source said that the
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levels expected to be protective.
No difference in neutralisation
between B 117 first identified in the UK
and vaccine strain was observed.
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COVAXIN DEMONSTRATES PROTECTION
AGAINST NEW VARIANTS

eer-review publication, Clinical
Infectious Diseases, has noted that
Covaxin demonstrates protection
against the new Covid-19 variants.
Bharat Biotech's Covaxin retained
neutralising activity against emerging
variants of coronavirus, as per a new
study.
A study published by Clinical
Infectious Diseases found that vaccination with Covaxin produced neutralising
titres against all key emerging variants
tested including B1617 and B117, first
identified in India and the UK, respectively.
A modest reduction in neutralisation
by a factor of 1.95 was observed against
B1617 variant compared to vaccine variant.Despite this reduction, neutralising
titre levels with B 1617 remain above
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police has registered over 17 FIRs in
connection with the posters against the
Prime Minister.
The source said that police has registered two FIRs in Central Delhi and
arrested four people, two FIRS have
been registered in Rohini and two people arrested, one FIR in East Delhi and
four people have been arrested, one FIR
in Dwarka and two people have been
arrested, one FIR in North East Delhi
and three people have been arrested
and on the basis of an FIR in Shahdara
one person has been arrested.
The source said that the police has
also obtained CCTV footage from
Shahdara area where people were seen
putting up the posters.
The source also said that the police is
interrogating the person to identify
other people.It further said that it has
also come to notice that for sticking
three posters, the people were paid Rs
500 in Shahdara area.

Remdesivir allocated till May 23 to States/UTs: Gowda
New Delhi: The Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers has made adequate allocation of Remdesivir injection till May 23 for the treatment of Covid patients, it
said.Considering the requirement of Remdesivir in every state and ensuring its adequate availability, Union Minister of Chemicals & Fertilisers D.V Sadananda Gowda
on Sunday announced the allocation of Remdesivir and said substantial increase has
been made in overall production and allocation of the drug, crucial in treatment of
Covid patients.In a letter to all States by Department of Pharmaceuticals and
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, it was mentioned that in continuation of the
allocation plan of Remdesivir drug for the period -- April 21 to May 16, 2021 communicated by D.O on May 7 2021, an updated allocation plan valid for the period -April 21 to May May 21, 2021 is prepared jointly by the Department of Pharmaceuticals and Ministry of Health and Family
Welfare. The allotment has been made for the States/UTs and they have been asked to monitor proper distribution covering
government and private hospitals as appropriate and in line with judicious use. State governments/UTs have been advised to
place adequate purchase orders with the marketing companies immediately, if they have not already done so, for the quantity
that they want to purchase out of allocation for the State/UT as per supply chain in close coordination with liaison officers of
the companies. The coordination with private distribution channel in the state could also be made.

with heavy to very heavy
falls at isolated places on
Sunday and heavy falls at
isolated places on May 17 is
likely to take place.
The IMD forecast mentions light to moderate rainfall at most places in
Karnataka (coastal and
adjoining Ghat districts)
with heavy to very heavy
rainfalls at isolated places

later in the day on Sunday.
There is possibility of
light to moderate rainfall at
most places in Konkan and
Goa with heavy to very
heavy rainfalls at a few
places adjoining Ghat areas
on Sunday and heavy falls
at isolated places on
Monday over north Konkan.
In Gujarat, light to moderate rainfall at many places
is very likely to commence
including over coastal districts of Saurashtra from
Sunday afternoon, with
heavy to very heavy rainfalls
at isolated places over
Saurashtra and Kutch and
Diu and extremely heavy
falls at isolated places on
May 17 and with heavy to
very heavy falls at a few
places over Saurashtra and
Kutch and Diu with
extremely heavy falls at isolated places on May 18.

SHAH TALKS TO 4 CMS
ABOUT PREPAREDNESS ON
CYCLONE TAUKTAE
New Delhi:Union Home
Minister Amit Shah on
Sunday chaired a review
meeting with the Chief
Ministers of Gujarat,
Maharashtra, and Union
Territory of Daman and Diu,
and Dadra and Nagar Haveli
to assess preparedness to
deal with the cyclonic storm
"Tauktae".
He took stock of the measures and the plans by the states and UTs, as well as Central
Ministries along with agencies concerned to deal with the
cyclone, and the situation arising out of it.National Weather
Forecasting Centre of the India Meteorological Department
(IMD) said that "Tauktae" (pronounced as Tau'Te) over east
central Arabian Sea is likely to intensify further in the next
24 hours. The cyclone is very likely to move north-northwestwards and reach Gujarat coast in the evening hours of
May 17 and cross Gujarat coast between Porbandar and
Mahuva (Bhavnagar district) around May 18 early morning."Tauktae" moved nearly northwards with a speed of
about 11 kmph during past 6 hours and lay centered at 5.30
a.m. on Sunday over east central Arabian Sea near latitude
15.0 degree North and longitude 72.7 degree East, about
130 km west-southwest of Panjim-Goa, 450 km south of
Mumbai, 700 km south-southeast of Veraval (Gujarat) and
840 km southeast of Karachi (Pakistan)," the IMD said.

Dhankhar-TMC confrontation
peaks in Bengal
Team Absolute|Kolkata

W

est Bengal governor
Jagdeep Dhankhar
has warned the
state's newly-elected
Trinamool Congress government to "not force me to use
my constitutional powers",
sparking a fresh artillery
exchange with the ruling
party.
"He forgot his constitutional position by calling for a
change in the state. His
appeal was rejected, so old
man is now obviously frustrated," said Trinamool
spokesperson Kunal Ghosh,
while reacting to the
Governor's warning.
Governor Dhankhar has
been touring what he
describes as 'violence-hit
areas' since the Trinamool
returned to power with a
landslide.His visit to
Sitalkuchi in Northern Bengal
provoked angry response
from chief minister Mamata
Banerjee, who reminded
Dhankhar of his constitutional obligations of working on
the 'aid and advice' of the
elected government.
The trip to Sitalkuchi, hit
by poll-time violence where
some voters were killed in firing by central forces, was followed by Dhankhar's visit to
makeshift camps in Assam
where 'victims of political
violence' in West Bengal were
sheltered.

His comment that this was
a 'blot on governance' in
West Bengal provoked accusations that Dhankhar was
'less a Governor and more a
BJP functionary.'
While some TMC leaders
see in Dhankhar's tour to
reinforce the BJP narrative of
'Bengal's law and order being
worse than Kashmir' to keep
up pressure on the Mamata
government, others saw a
more sinister design -- building a case for President's rule.

"He is doing now what
Dharma Vira did as Governor
to bring down Bengal's first
non-Congress government in
the late 1960s," said analyst
Sukhoranjan Dasgupta,
author of books on West
Bengal.Dasgupta said the BJP
is unable to accept the
resounding defeat, evident
from former Union minister
Babul Supriyo's comment
that "Bengal has missed a
huge chance by keeping BJP
out of power."

INDIA RECORDS 3.11 LAKH NEW COVID
CASES, 4,077 DEATHS
New Delhi:Witnessing a decline in the last 24 hours, India
on Sunday reported 3,11,170 new Covid-19 cases, and 4,077
fatalities, the Union Ministry of Health and Family Welfare
said.In the past 24 days, India's daily Covid tally has
plateaued over the three-lakh-mark and over 3,000 casualties for 18 days. On Wednesday, India recorded 4,205 fresh
Covid deaths, the highest ever, while on May 7, the country
had recorded its highest ever cases of 4,14,188.
India's total tally of Covid-19 cases now stands at
2,46,84,077 with 36,18,458 active cases and 2,70,284 deaths
so far.According to the Health Ministry, a total of 3,62,437
people have been discharged in the last 24 hours, with
2,07,95,335 being cured from Covid till date.
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RAJEEV SATAV WAS UPCOMING LEADER
WITH MUCH POTENTIAL: PM
Team Absolute|New Delhi

P

rime Minister Narendra
Modi on Sunday
expressed condolence
over the sudden demise of
Rajeev Satav, Congress incharge of Gujarat who lost his
life due to Covid on Sunday,
saying he was an "upcoming
leader with much potential."
"Anguished by the passing
away of my friend from
Parliament, Shri Rajeev Satav
Ji. He was an upcoming
leader with much potential.
Condolences to his family,
friends and supporters. Om
Shanti," Modi said.
Senior Congress leader
and Rajya Sabha member
from Maharashtra, Rajeev

Satav, passed away in a hospital here after a 23-day long
battle with Covid-19, party
officials said here on Sunday.
He was 46, and belonged
to the core team of Congress
leader Rahul Gandhi.
Satav had developed Covid
symptoms on April 19 and a
swab test turned out to be
positive on April 21. He was
admitted to the Jehangir
Hospital in Pune and as his
condition worsened, a week
later he was put on a ventilator.
After a brief spell of recovery, Satav's condition again
deteriorated since the last
week and he remained in the
ICU where he succumbed
early on Sunday.

nation
Rahul, Priyanka mourn Cong leader Rajeev Satav's death
TarunGogoi also," he said.
Senior Congress leader and Rajya Sabha
member from Maharashtra, Rajeev Satav
passed away in a hospital here after a 23-day
long battle with Covid-19.
He was 46, and belonged to the core team
of Congress leader Rahul Gandhi.
Satav had developed Covid symptoms on
April 19 and a swab test turned out to be positive on April 21.
He was admitted to the Jehangir Hospital in
Pune and as his condition worsened, a week
later he was put on a ventilator.
After a brief spell of recovery, his condition
again deteriorated alarmingly since the last
week and he remained in the ICU where he
succumbed early on Sunday.
Health Minister Rajesh Tope said on Friday
that besides Covid-19, Satav was also being
treated cytomegalovirus infection and some
additional complications with the help of
experts.
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ongress leaders have expressed grief on
the demise of Rajeev Satav, Congress
In-charge of Gujarat, who lost his life
due to Covid on Sunday.
Rahul Gandhi tweeted, "I'm very sad at the
loss of my friend Rajeev Satav. He was a leader
with huge potential who embodied the ideals
of the Congress. It's a big loss for us all. My
condolences and love to his family."
Expressing grief Priyanka Gandhi tweeted,
"In Rajeev Satav, we have lost one of our
brightest colleagues. Clean of heart, sincere,
deeply committed to the ideals of the
Congress & devoted to the people of India. I
have no words, just prayers for his young wife
& children. May they have the strength to
carry on without him."
Congress spokesperson RandeepSurjewala
remembered his long association with him.
"Satav is not the first leader Congress has lost
to Covid, it has lost Ahmed Patel and

PM dials UP, Chhattisgarh, Raj, Puducherry CMs on Covid
of oxygen.
Modi further stressed the need for the Centre
and the states to work together to save the people
from the second wave of the deadly disease that
infected 3,11,170 new people and claimed 4,077
lives in last 24 hours.
The Chief Ministers briefed the Prime Minister
about the recovery rate, corona curfew, temporary
covid hospital, public awareness campaign, vaccination and availability of oxygen plants in their
states.Prime Minister Modi assured the Chief
Ministers of these states that the Central government will provide all possible help to them in this
hour of crisis. Prime Minister Modi emphasized on
increasing the rate of vaccination.Since the third
Covid wave has accelerated, Prime Minister Modi
constantly make calls to the chief ministers almost
every day and takes information about Covid situation and treatment facilities in these states.
In the last 15 days, the Prime Minister has spoken with over 18 Chief Ministers and two
Lieutenant Governors to take stock of their states
and union territories efforts and plans to deal with
the pandemic.
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rime Minister Narendra Modi on Sunday
spoke to the Chief Ministers of four states
including Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath over Covid-19 management measures
and vaccination drive.
Besides Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister, the Prime
Minister, in a telephonic conversation, also discussed issues of Covid-19 pandemic with
Chhattisgarh Chief Minister Bhupesh Baghel,
Rajasthan Chief Minister Ashok Gehlot and
Puducherry Chief Minister N. Rangasamy.
The Prime Minister told the states that the Centre
would continue to cooperate in the fight against
coronavirus or Covid-19 pandemic which so far haa
infected 2,46,84,077 people across the county,
including 36,18,458 active cases and 2,70,284
deaths.
The Prime Minister also suggested the state to
notify the Centre from time to time, whatever the
need may be. He also discussed on cases of corona
infection, recovery rate, number of ICU beds, treatment resources in Covid hospitals and availability

One dead, trees uprooted as Cyclone
Tauktae causes disruption in Goa
PANAJI | Agencies

A

t least one person was
crushed under an uprooted
tree, as normal life was
thrown out of gear due to the
Cyclone Tauktae with heavy rains
and gusty winds causing heavy
damage across the state, which has
suffered from a major power outage for several hours now.
Sheetal Patil, 34, succumbed to
injuries in the beach village of
Anjuna after she was hit by a
coconut tree which was uprooted
in the cyclonic winds.
According to Power Minister
Nilesh Cabral, feeder electrical
lines from other states have been
damaged, which has resulted in a
severe power outage.
"We are still in the process of
assessing the damage caused to
electricity poles which have been
uprooted across Goa," Cabral said.
Fire and Emergency Services

personnel are also on the process
of clearing roads and repairing
electricity cables which have been
damaged by the trees which have
been uprooted in the cyclonic
storm. The Goa branch of the
Indian Meteorological
Department has predicted that the
severe cyclonic storm will last till
May 17 with wind speeds in the
range of 100 to 175 km per hour.

Fair price shops to open
for longer duration

Team Absolute|New Delhi
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n view of ongoing lockdown in some states and
Union Territories (UTs)
that may curtail the functioning hours of Fair Price Shop
(FPSs), the Centre has
requested the states and the
Union Territories (UTs) to
keep these public facilities
open preferably on all days of
the month.
It is also asked that all Fair
Price Shops (FPSs) will distribute Pradhan Mantri Garib
Kalyan Anna Yojana
(PMGKAY) III and National
Food Security Act (NFSA)
food grains to beneficiaries in
a staggered manner throughout the day with following
Covid-19 norms like proper
social distancing.
To facilitate this, states and
UTs have been requested to
ensure that FPSs are exempted from the restricted hours
of opening of regular market.
Department of Food and
Public Distribution under
Ministry of Consumer Affairs,
Food and Distribution issued
an advisory on the issue on
Saturday."The measure will

ensure that food grains under
PMGKAY III and NFSA will
be made available by states
and UTs to all NFSA beneficiaries in a safe and time
bound manner, duly observing Covid-19 protocols, as
per advisories issued by this
department," the Ministry
said.
All states and UTs have
been requested to take necessary steps for timely distribution of food grains at their
FPSs without causing hardships to the beneficiaries,
and to give wide publicity to
the measures undertaken in
this regard.Distribution started implementation of
PMGKAY III for two months
period in May and June this
year in same pattern as earlier by providing an additional
quota of free-of-cost food
grains (rice or wheat) at a
scale of 5 Kg per person per
month, over and above their
regular monthly NFSA entitlements to about 80 Crore
beneficiaries covered under
both categories of NFSA,
namely Antyodaya Anna
Yojana (AAY) and Priority
Householders (PHH).

FACEBOOK POST CASE: NIA RAIDS
4 PLACES IN TAMIL NADU
New Delhi:The National Investigation Agency
(NIA) on Sunday conducted searched at four locations in Tamil Nadu in connection with an incriminating Facebook post by accused Mohammed
Iqbal, an extremist advocating ideology of ISIS and
Hizb-Ut-Tahrir, a fundamentalist organisation.The
anti-terror agency conducted searches in Madurai
district of Tamil Nadu in connection with the case
which was originally registered at Thideer police
station in the same region relating to uploading of
some incriminating posts on Facebook. The
searches were conducted at Kazimar Street, K.
Pudur, Pethaniyapuram and MehaboobPalayam in
Madurai. During the search, sixteen digital devices
including laptop, hard disks, mobile phones, memory cards, SIMs, Pen drive and many incriminating
books and pamphlets and documents have been
recovered.
NIA had re-registered the case on April 15 this
year and taken over the investigation which so far
has revealed that the posts on the Facebook page
"ThoongaVizhigalRendu is in Kazimar Street" was
uploaded by accused Mohammed Iqbal for denigrating a particular community."The posts were
designed to incite communal disharmony amongst
different religious groups, in a manner prejudicial
to the maintenance of public order," said the NIA.
Iqbal alias Senthil Kumar, a resident of Kazimar
area in Madurai was arrested on December 2 last
year and is presently under judicial custody.

Chidambaram questions govt
on fall in daily vax jabs
Team Absolute|New Delhi
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ormer Union minister
and senior Congress
leader P.
Chidambaram on Sunday
questioned the Narendra
Modi government on the
decline in the numbers of
daily vaccination while taking a jibe at Health
Minister Harsh Vardhan
over the shortage of vaccines.
"Why is the number of
vaccinations administered
going down every day? It
was only 11,60,000 doses
on Friday, bringing down
significantly the daily average of May. It is a far cry

from the 42 lakh doses
administered on April
2."The only reason and
explanation is shortage of
vaccines. Of course, the
loyal and obedient Union
Health Minister will flatly
deny any shortage of vaccines!" Chidambaram said.
Harsh Vardhan on
Saturday reviewed public
health response to Covid-19
and progress of vaccination
in Uttar Pradesh, Madhya
Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh
and Gujarat.
All the state health
administrators were
advised to increase ICU and
oxygenated beds, undertake
oxygen audits, take stock of

availability of medicines in
the state and strengthen
their medical workforce.
Detailing the ramping up
of vaccine production, he
said, "We will have 51.6
crore vaccine doses by the
end of July including the 18
crore doses already administered. Sputnik has been
approved. This along with
the slated approval of the
new vaccine of Zydus
Cadila, Serum Institute of
India- Novavax vaccine,
Bharat Biotech's nasal vaccine and the Genova mRNA
vaccine will push the availability of Covid vaccines to
216 crore doses in the
August-December period."

Punjab extends Covid restrictions till May 31
Chandigarh|Agencies
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ith Punjab continuing to report
high Covid positivity, Chief
Minister Amarinder Singh on
Sunday ordered extension of all the
existing restrictions up to May 31, with
directions for strict enforcement of all
curbs.
The Deputy Commissioners will continue to determine opening of shops in a
staggered manner and enforce other
restrictions to check spread of Covid,
especially in rural areas, Amarinder
Singh said, adding that they can also
make suitable amendments based on
local condition as long as these do not
dilute the state's overall restrictions.
The district authorities shall continue
to ensure strict implementation of all
directives on Covid appropriate behaviour, including social distancing norms,
regulating crowds in market places and
public transport, and imposition of
penalties prescribed for violation of
norms and restrictions.
Reviewing the state's Covid situation
at a high-level meeting, the Chief
Minister said while the restrictions so far

had shown results, with some decline in
day-on-day positivity and cases coming
down from around 9,000 to 6,000 in this
period, there was need to extend the
same in view of the high positivity of
13.1 per cent as of the May 9-15 period,
with CFR standing at 2.4.
He also directed the district adminis-

Cyclone Tauktae wreaks havoc on
Maha coast, but no casualties

trations to investigate complaints of
fleecing of patients by some private hospitals, warning that these would be shut
down if they continue to indulge in such
practices.Such cases have to be strictly
dealt with, he said, directing the police
to crack down on those found indulging
in hoarding or black-marketing of any
Covid-related essentials or medicines.
The Chief Minister also expressed
concern over the spread of the new fungal disorder associated with Covid.
He stressed the need to increase surveillance for this disease as, if it is not
treated early, it can cause severe complications.
He also directed the Health
Department to ensure that medicines to
treat this disease are available with the
state.
On the availability of oxygen, the
Chief Minister said that while the state,
through judicious measures, had been
able to prevent any mishap, the situation
should be closely monitoring by the
Health Department.
The state was expecting over 2,500
oxygen concentrators on the ground
within this month, he said, directing the

Now online booking on CoWIN for 2nd
vax dose not before 12 weeks

The much-feared Cyclone Tauktae finally arrived to lash
the Maharashtra coast on Sunday, uprooting scores of
trees, and light-poles and causing other minor damage,
but there were no reports of any casualties, officials said.
Team Absolute|Mumbai
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fter Goa, the cyclone targeted
the Sindhudurg and Ratnagiri
districts as it moved towards
Raigad, Mumbai, Thane and Palghar
districts while whirling towards the
Gujarat south coast where it is expected to make a landfall on early
Tuesday, according to the IMD.
Chief Minister Uddhav Thackeray
held a series of meetings with top officials to monitor the cyclone situation
and also briefed Union Home
Minister Amit Shah of the state's preparedness.
"All the districts in the entire coastal
belt have been put on a high alert,"
Thackeray informed Shah.
Early on Monday, the cyclone is
likely to pass by the Raigad-Mumbai
coasts and then move onto ThanePalghar - what is collectively known as
Mumbai Metropolitan Region (MMR).
"Many trees were uprooted in the
strong winds that lashed SindhudurgRatnagiri districts There are reports of
widespread damage to crops and
plantations of mango, cashewnuts,
coconuts, kokam, and other produce
in the region. We have directed the
local administration to conduct

'panchnama' immediately," Higher &
Technical Education Minister Uday
Samant said from his camp in
Konkan.
elief & Rehabilitation Minister Vijay
Wadettiwar said that the Konkan coast
has been prepared for the onslaught
of Cyclone Taukte and he was also
keeping tabs on the unfolding situation there.
"CM Thackeray has taken stock of
the matter and I have apprised him
about the relief works undertaken. We
are setting up large shelters for the
people in these areas where they can
be shifted if required," he said.
In Mumbai, the BrihanMumbai
Municipal Corporation (BMC) has
cancelled the scheduled 3-day vaccination drive starting Monday and the
schedule has now been pushed ahead
by a day, said Municipal
Commissioner I. S. Chahal.
In a precautionary move, the
Indian Coast Guard ensured the safe
return of around 5,600 boats which
had gone for fishing in the Arabian
Seas besides re-routing 335 merchant
ships in the vicinity of the cyclone
path.It said that the operations started from May 11 when the first warning of the impending cyclone was

received with preventive and
response measures initiated on the
entire west coast including
Lakshadweep Isles, with multiple
agencies working in coordination.
Western Railway General Manager
Alok Kansal conducted video-conference with the top officials of the various divisions on the MaharashtraGujarat region to take stock of the
preparedness for the natural calamity.
He gave detailed instructions on
train movements, communication
including satellite phones, wireless
and drones, logistics, speed restrictions, alternative power arrangements, fuel, tree-cutting equipment,
JCBs, utility vehicles, cancellations,
part-cancellations of various services,
etc. as a safety-cum-precautionarymeasure.
Kansal asked the officials to follow
the guidelines of the Disaster
Management Manuals of the
Railways, the NDMA and state agencies, said WR spokesperson Sumit
Thakur.Teams of the NDRF, SDRF,
Maharashtra Police, Fire Brigade,
Coast Guard, Indian Navy and other
agencies are on high alert in the
entire coastal belt to tackle any eventuality.
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equisite changes have
now been made on the
CoWIN digital portal,
making online or on-site
appointments for Covishield
vaccine not possible if the
period after first dose for a
beneficiary is less than 84
days, it was announced on
Sunday.
The Union Health Ministry
said: "CoWIN digital portal
has been reconfigured to
reflect change in dose interval of Covishield vaccine to
12-16 weeks."
However, already booked
online appointments for second dose of Covishield will
remain valid and are not
being cancelled by CoWIN,
but the beneficiaries are
advised to reschedule their
appointments for a later date
beyond the 84th day from the
date of first dose of vaccination.The Central government

has reiterated to the states
and UTs that the online
appointments booked for
second dose of Covishield
prior to this change of the
interval between the two
doses, must be honoured,
and field staff instructed that,
if such beneficiaries do come
for vaccination, the second
Covishield dose must be
administered and the beneficiaries must not be turned
away.They have also been
advised to undertake awareness activities to inform the
beneficiaries about this
change. The Covid Working
Group chaired by Dr NK
Arora had recommended
extension of the gap between
the first and second doses of
Covishield vaccine to 12-16
weeks.This has been accepted by the government on
May 13 and it has communicated this change to states
and Union Territories, Arora
said.
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Covid-19 positivity rate declines
to around 10%: CM Chouhan

'CORONA CURFEW' EXTENDED IN
BHOPAL, INDORE TILL MAY 24

 The recoveries
outnumbered
the infections,
as 11,973
patients were
discharged from
hospitals in the
last 24 hours,
taking the count
of recoveries to
6,17,396 in the
state, according
to the official.

The extended lockdown is a precautionary measure taken by the
state government to prevent the spread of COVID-19 infection.
Team Absolute |Bhopal
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he Madhya Pradesh government has decided to extend
the 'Corona curfew' in Bhopal
till May 24. This is one of the precautionary measures taken by the
state government to prevent the
spread of Covid-19 infection.
Earlier, the curfew in Bhopal was in
force till May 17.
Corona curfew has been extended till May 24, 6 a.m. in Bhopal district to protect the citizens from the
surge in Covid-19 infections and
keeping in view the general health
in public interest.The lockdown has
been extended in 14 districts
including Bhopal and Indore.
According to official information,
District Magistrate AvinashLavania
has issued the order using the powers conferred under Section 144 of
the Code of Criminal Procedure,
1973. As per the order, the corona
curfew has been extended within
the Bhopal Municipal Corporation
area and Berasia municipality area.
District Collector
AvinashLavaniya said in a statement that the decision to extend the
Covid-19 restriction was taken in
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the wake of surge in Covid-19 cases
across Bhopal. Accordingly, lockdown has been extended in Bhopal
and Berasia town of the district till 6
am on May 24.
AvinashLavaniya warned of strict
punishment for violators of Covid19 lockdown norms.

Notably, Union Health Minister
Harsh Vardhan on Saturday held
discussions with the health ministers of Uttar Pradesh, Gujarat,
Madhya Pradesh and Andhra
Pradesh over Covid-19 situation
and vaccine production.
The union minister on flagged

Indore, Bhopal, Gwalior and
Jabalpur were flagged as districts of
concern.
According to official data, in
Madhya Pradesh, 10 districts have
more than 20 per cent positivity
with over one lakh active cases all
over the state.

Public support to Kill-Corona campaign WOMAN GANG-RAPED IN
helping to break chain of infection: CM FRONT OF HER KIDS
Team Absolute|Bhopal
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hief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan has
said that the public
support to Kill Corona campaign in rural and urban
areas is going a long way in
breaking the chain of Covid19 infection. The positive rate
of Corona infection in the
state has come down to 10.68
percent today. In some districts of the state, the positivity rate has lowered to less
than 5 percent. Today, while 7
thousand 106 new Corona
infected patients have been
found about 12 thousand 345
Corona infected patients have
recovered. The recovery rate
today has been 86.10 percent.
Chouhan said that under
the Kill Corona campaign,
survey teams were reaching
from door-to-door. Patients
suffering from cold and fever
should not hide these symptoms, but tell them so that

they can be properly treated,
and a kit of medicines can be
made available to them. The
recovery rate is high at this
time. A total of 354 Covid
Care Centers have been started in 52 districts of the state,
in which patients with less
symptoms are being kept. At
present, there are a total of 21
thousand 988 beds out of
which, 3 thousand 240 oxygen beds have been installed.
The number of beds is being
increased continuously. So
far, a total of 22 thousand 404
institutional quarantine centers have been set up in rural
areas, in which more than 2
lakh 69 thousand 309 beds
have been established.
Medical kits and health
brochures are being provided
to 100 per cent of the patients
living in urban and rural
areas in all the Covid Care
Centers and Institutional
Quarantine Centers.
Crisis management groups

AYUSHMAN BHARAT CARDHOLDER
CHARGED RS 81000 FOR COVID
MEDICINES DEFYING GOVT ORDER
Bhopal: Private hospitals in Bhopal are charging exorbitant fees from COVID-19 patients covered under the
Ayushman Bharat schemeIn a shocking revelation, it is
found that private hospitals in Bhopal were charging exorbitant fees from COVID-19 patients covered under the
Ayushman Bharat scheme, inspite of treatment being
declared free. Republic visited 'People's General hospital' in
Bhopal and found that a COVID-19 patient's kin - Shrikant
Shukla was charged for medicines inspite of holding an
Ayushman Bharat card. Madhya Pradesh govt has ordered
private as well as govt hospitals to offer free COVID treatment to those holding an Ayushman Bharat card - Centre's
flagship Healthcare scheme. When the patient's husband
threatened to complain against billing him for COVID treatment, the hospital did not charge him. But they did bill the
family for medicines worth Rs 81,000, defying govt orders of
not charging Ayushman Bharat cardholders for medicines.
The hospital claimed that medicines under the scheme were
not available at the hospital, overcharging the beneficiary.
"My wife was admitted in People's general hospital for
COVID on May 5. They were asking me to pay up charges till
date. When I told them I will complain against them, they
dropped the charges. But they took the total charges for
medicines worth Rs 81,000. When I told them I was an
Ayushman Bharat card holder, they said that the medicines
covered under that scheme were not available yet," said
Shukla talking to media persons. The Madhya Pradesh
Medical Education Minister Vishwas Sarang had recently
said, "The govt has launched a helpline for noting such complaints. If we get any such complaints (overcharging), we
will take action against such hospitals". Madhya Pradesh has
1,04,444 active cases, 6,05,423 recovered cases and 6841
fatalities.On May 9, the Madhya Pradesh government
announced free treatment to COVID-19 patients at contracted private hospitals and govt hospitals under Ayushman
Bharat Yojana. Under the scheme, the state government will
empanel private hospitals for COVID treatment, and tests
such as the Remdesivir injections, medicines, CT Scan, oxygen, etc. will be made available free of cost. As per reports,
the state govt empanelled 68 private hospitals of the state
under the Central Scheme, up from 328 hospitals which
were already covered by the scheme. As per the state govt's
directive, 2.42 crore Ayushman Bharat cards have been
issued which cover free COVID treatment in governmentcontracted hospitals.

have been formed in 313
development blocks and 50
thousand 546 villages of the
state. Ward level crisis management committees have
been constituted in 407 local
bodies and 7 thousand 568
wards in urban areas. Portal is
being updated. Steam centers
have also been arranged in
the districts out of which 2
thousand 158 steam centres
are operational in 46 districts.
In view of protection against
Corona virus, orders have
been issued to suspend the
interstate bus transport service between Maharashtra,
Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan,
Chhattisgarh state and
Madhya Pradesh state till May
23. The Union Minister of
State, Ministry of Chemicals
and Fertilizers has been
urged to allocate at least 24
thousand Amphotericin B50mg medicine to the state
for the treatment of black
fungus.

hief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan has
announced that they
have managed to contain the
spread of Covid-19 in the
state. Chouhan claimed that
the coronavirus positivity
rate, which had climbed up
to above 24% has now
declined to 10.68% on
Saturday. He also claimed
that in some districts, the
positivity rate is below 5%.
Chouhan further claimed
that there is no shortage of
oxygen as well as beds. He
said there is no problem in
hospitals. In order to curb the
spread of the coronavirus in
rural areas, Chouhan
requested people living in vil-

Gwalior: The survivor's husband is undergoing
treatment of covid-19 at a hospital in Gwalior. The
accused barged into her house and kept her kids at
gunpointA 28-year-old woman was gang raped in front
of her children in Gwalior late on Saturday night.
The accused, who barged into woman's house
through terrace, kept her two kids at gun point and
threatened to kill them if she would shout for help.
They had also threatened her with dire consequence if
she would approach the police.The incident took place
at Siddhipuram locality under Bijauli police station of
the district late on Saturday night. The police have registered a case and started investigation. Police said
identities of the accused are yet to be established.The
police said that the survivor's husband was admitted to
a hospital in Gwalior for treatment of covid-19 on
Friday. She along with her two children was at home
and was asleep when the accused barged into her
house.The victim told the police that the accused
barged into through terrace, as the house was locked
from inside. The survivor, in her statement to police ,
said the accused were covering their faces and were
carrying guns.When the accused left home, she
informed her family memberss who lived in the neighbourhood. Subsequently, they informed the police.
Later on Sunday morning, a police team reached the
spot and registered a case.Additional superintendent of
police, Gwalior East, Suman Gurjar said, "We have
launched a manhunt for accused and they would be
nabbed soon."

lages not to hide any symptoms from the state government's survey team so that
proper treatment can be provided.On Saturday, Madhya
Pradesh reported 7,571 new
Covid-19 cases and 72 more
fatalities that raised the count
of infections to 7,24,279 and
death toll to 6,913, according
to an official from the state
health department.
The statement claimed
that the state's daily caseload
has dropped below 10,000 for
the sixth consecutive day.
The recoveries outnumbered the infections, as
11,973 patients were discharged from hospitals in the
last 24 hours, taking the
count of recoveries to
6,17,396 in the state, according to the official.
Indore's caseload went up
to 1,36,391, with the addition
of 1,548 new infections, while

Bhopal's tally rose to
1,12,226, after 1,241 persons
tested positive, he said.
As many as eight patients
succumbed to the infection
in Indore, raising the toll in
the district to 1,253, while
fatalities in Bhopal rose to
838 after nine patients died,
he said. The city of Indore is
reported 16,028 active cases
on Saturday, while 14,680
patients are undergoing
treatment in Bhopal, according to the official. , adding
that the state now has 99,970
active cases.
With the addition of 68,504
swab samples tested during
the day, the total number of
samples tested so far rose to
87,19,274, the official said.
Madhya Pradesh has recorded 1,60,952 cases and 1,297
fatalities so far this month,
according to data released on
Saturday.

Tigress Found Dead In Panna Tiger
Reserve; 4th Death In 10 Days
 The carcass of the tigress,
identified as P-213 (32), was
found on Saturday in
Gahrighat range of the Panna
Tiger Reserve, located over
350 km from Bhopal, the official said.said.
Team Absolute |Bhopal

radio-collared tigress was found dead in
Panna Tiger Reserve, a senior forest official
said on Sunday.This is the fourth tiger
death reported from the state in 10 days.
The carcass of the tigress, identified as P-213
(32), was found on Saturday in Gahrighat range
of the Panna Tiger Reserve, located over 350 km
from Bhopal, the official said.
The tigress was spotted with swelling in its left
leg on May 12, he said, adding the feline was then
tranquilised and later released after being provided medical treatment.On Saturday, forest officials reached the spot after getting information
about the carcass. They did not find any illegal
activity there, the official said.
The tigress seems to have died of natural causes, he said.After the autopsy, the carcass was dis-
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posed of as per guidelines of the National Tiger
Conservation Authority (NTCA), he added.
Earlier, the decomposed carcass of a tiger was
found in a buffer zone of the Bandhavgarh
reserve in MP on Friday.On May 8, a tiger was
found dead in the state's Kanha Tiger
Reserve.Besides, a dead sub-adult tiger (aged
between 18 and 24 months) was found floating in
a canal of an inter-state water project in
Balaghat'sWaraseoni tehsil on May 7, officials
said.Madhya Pradesh is home to a number of
tiger reserves, including Kanha, Bandhavgarh,
Pench, Satpura and Panna.
The state had regained the top position in the
2018 census with a population of 526 tigers.

All have to work with solidarity to break Woman mauled
the chain of corona infection - CM
to death by tiger

Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan has said that
at the time of this Covid epidemic, everyone must
forget the differences and gear up to break the
chain of infection. Defeating Corona is our top priority. Chief Minister Shri Chouhan said this in a review
meeting of the works being done to prevent corona
infection in all the districts of Gwalior-Chambal division at the Collectorate in Gwalior on Sunday.
Team Absolute |Bhopal
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houhan said that public curfew is
the most effective way to break the
corona's chain. In Gwalior the
infection has reduced, the public curfew
will remain in force till May 30 to eradicate it completely. He said that there has
been a decrease in corona infection, but
the battle is long. We all have to work
continuously to make the state free from
Corona. We all need to work together as
a unit to eradicate infection. Public support will also have to be obtained in this
work. Chouhan said that it is a matter of
relief that the positivity rate of our state
has come down to 10.7 percent. It had
reached 24 percent a few days ago. The
situation is continuously improving in
all the districts of Gwalior-Chambal division. Chief Minister said that Covid Care
Centres have been set up in the districts,
now we will have to be prepared to
operate them as Post Covid Care
Centres. Even after recovering from
corona disease, some people are facing
cases of diseases like black fungus,
blood clotting. We will also need post
covid care centres to take care of them.
Chouhan said that special efforts
should be made to ensure that infection
does not spread to rural areas along with
urban areas. In the Kill Corona-3 cam-

paign being run in the state, teams
should reach every house in the rural
areas and those who are found to be
infected should be treated. He also
expected the members of the District
Level, Block Level and Village Level
Crisis Management Committees and the
people associated with them to accompany the teams going door-to-door in
the Kill Corona campaign and participate in the works of medicine distribution and awareness drive.
Shivraj Singh Chouhan said that we
need to make firm arrangements for the
prevention of present infection as well
as for the challenges of the future. For
this, collectors of all districts should plan
future arrangements in their respective
districts. The government is making
arrangements to increase oxygen plants,
ICU beds and oxygen beds in all districts. In the coming days, the government is also going to recruit doctors and
paramedical staff. Work is also being
done to improve health facilities in every
district.
Chouhan directed that separate wards
should be made in all medical colleges
for black fungus and children. If there is
any problem in future, then separate
wards and facilities should be ensured
to deal with it. The Chief Minister said
that along with the medical college, this

arrangement should be made in all the
districts, for this the district collectors
should work out the planning of their
districts.
Chouhan instructed in the meeting
that ration of three months is being provided free of cost by the state government and two months by the central
government. It should be ensured that
this free ration is available to every
needy. He has also directed the collectors that the distribution of food grains
should be done correctly, it should also
be monitored. No needy person should
be deprived of the ration.
Chouhan said that it has been
arranged to provide free treatment to the
needy in the state. It should be ensured
that every needy gets free treatment
through Ayushman card. Besides, if one
member in a family has Ayushman card,
then his entire family should get free
treatment. For this, hospitals have been
identified in all districts of the state. All
should receive treatment in these hospitals. Along with this, the collectors
should also ensure that if someone is
needy, his Ayushman card should also
be prepared. The work of making new
cards of those who do not have
Ayushman cards should also be done at
a rapid pace.

According to
Divisional Forest
Officer (DFO)
Surendra Tiwari
some villagers said
woman was
attacked by a leopard and some said
she was attacked by
a tiger. "A team of
forest officials is on
the spot. We are verifying on basis of
pugmarks whether
she was killed by a
tiger or a leopard,"
he said.
Team Absolute|Bhopal
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45-year-old woman
who went into the forest
to collect tendu leaves
was allegedly killed by a tiger
in Seoni district on Sunday.
This is the third tiger attack in
the past one-and-half months
in the district. According to
Divisional Forest Officer
(DFO) Surendra Tiwari some
villagers said woman was
attacked by a leopard and
some said she was attacked by
a tiger. "A team of forest officials is on the spot. We are
verifying on basis of pugmarks
whether she was killed by a
tiger or a leopard," he said.
The incident took place in
Kanhiwada Forest Range of
South Seoni division. The for-

est range is situated near
Pench Tiger Reserve. The
deceased has been identified
as Sushma Rahangadale, 45, a
resident of village Ratanpur
under Ugali police station
area. According to information, the woman along with
other villagers had gone to
forest to collect tendu leaves.
The wild animal grabbed her
by the neck and dragged her
into deep forest. On hearing
her shout for help, other villagers ran towards her. By the
time they could save her, the
animal had killed her and
escaped from the spot.
District forest officer
Surendra Tiwari said a team
of forest officials had been
sent to spot further action.
"During preliminary investigation, deep injuries have
been found on woman's neck.
We have started to locate the
tiger," he said.Notably, the forest of Ugali area, which is a
regular forest and comes
under Kahniwada forest
range, is considered to be a
corridor for tigers between
Pench Tiger Reserve and
Kanha Tiger Reserve.
Frequent movement of tigers
are seen in this area.
On April 2, 58 yearoldGhasiram, a resident of village Erma, was killed by a
tiger in the Kurai range.
Similarly, a 15-year-old
Shashipyari, a resident of
Lahngi Gaon, was killed by a
tiger on April 3.
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LOCKDOWN EXTENDED TILL Delhi government eyes Sputnik
MAY 24 IN DELHI: KEJRIWAL to boost capital's vaccine stock
We have been witnessing good recovery following the lockdown.
Coronavirus cases
have been on a
decline. We don't want
to lose the gain that
we have made in the
last few days. We are
extending the lockdown for one more
week. Instead of
tomorrow, lockdown is
extended till next
Monday, 5 am in
Delhi," he said.
Team Absolute|New Delhi
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he Delhi government has extended
lockdown period
for one more week,
Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal said on
Sunday.
"We have been witnessing
good recovery following the
lockdown. Coronavirus cases
have been on a decline. We
don't want to lose the gain
that we have made in the last
few days. We are extending
the lockdown for one more

The government, which
had passed orders to
buy 1.34 crore Covaxin
and Covisheild doses
for those in the 18-44
age group, has been
facing shortage with
100 session sites being
shut because of
Covaxin shortage earlier this week.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

week. Instead of tomorrow,
lockdown is extended till
next Monday, 5 am in Delhi,"
he said.
On Saturday, Delhi recorded 6,430 cases with 11 per
cent positivity rate. The
recovery was 11,591 but the
daily death number was still
very high at 337.
In the last few days, Delhi
has witnessed some relief as
daily positive cases and daily
Covid positivity too, however,
the city has been reporting
over 300 deaths every day
since May 4 (except two days

when less than 300 were
reported). The highest daily
deaths in one day were
reported on May 3, when a
total of 448 Covid patients
had died in the city.
Delhi reported 6,430 new
coronavirus cases in the last
24 hours, the lowest since
April 7 and the daily Covid
positivity rate reduced to
11.32 per cent. For the last
few days, Delhi has witnessed a sharp decline in
daily positive cases, positivity
rate and number of patients
in home isolation etc.

T

he Delhi government has written to Dr Reddy's asking them
how many vaccines they could
provide to the capital, Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal said Saturday.
The government, which had
passed orders to buy 1.34 crore
Covaxin and Covishield doses for
those in the 18-44 age group, has
been facing shortage with 100 session sites being shut because of
Covaxin shortage earlier this week.
"The vaccination is very important and experiences from the UK
and USA tells that if vaccination is
carried out on a massive level, the
spread of Covid can be curtailed…

As I understand, as and when the
availability of vaccine increases, the
vaccination drive will also catch
momentum. We have contacted Dr.
Reddy's for the Sputnik vaccine. We
have written to them but have not
received a concrete response on
how many doses they can provide.
We have earlier asked for 67 lakh
Covishield and Covaxin doses and
have asked Dr Reddy's if they can
provide a similar number of doses,"
Kejriwal said.
The government is also preparing
a global tender for 1 crore doses.
AAP MLA Atishi said Saturday that it
has 8 days worth of Covishield vaccines for those in the 18-44 category

and 6 days for the 45+, healthcare
workers and frontline workers category. The city got 1.73 lakh more
doses for the second category
Saturday.
Kejriwal, who was visiting the
Integrated Command and Control
Centre for real-time data on hospitals, ICU beds, availability of oxygen
and vaccines, said Covid care centres made at Chhatarpur as well as
in banquet halls will not be dismantled this time even if cases start to
decrease: "They will not be dismantled, we will strengthen them."
Many of these centres, which
have oxygen beds, were dismantled
in February before cases started to

peak in Delhi.
The control centre will track oxygen tankers through GPS.
"In this, a variety of Covid-related
data from all over Delhi will be collected on a real-time basis. By this, I
mean it will capture whatever is
happening at this point in time. If
we talk about oxygen, then which
hospital has how much oxygen,
from where the oxygen tankers have
left and where have they reached,
tracking through GPS. If we are to
talk about hospitals, then how many
beds are empty in a certain hospital,
how many ICU beds are empty, how
many oxygen beds are empty.
Similarly, how many people have
been vaccinated, what age group of
people has been vaccinated. So,
vaccine-related data, oxygen-related
data, hospital-related data, data
regarding the number of patients in
a particular area, how many of them
are active and how many have
recovered, the geographical distribution - all this is being captured.
This is a good start because if the
government takes decisions that are
up in air, they are never successful.
If the government takes those decisions based on data, then they will
be more successful. Those decisions
will be more effective and influential," Kejriwal said.

Delhi Police Says Absconding AAP Neta Behind Delhi Registers 6,456 New Covid Cases, 262 Deaths;
Positivity Rate Drops to Month's Low of 10.4%
Posters Targeting PM Modi Over COVID Vaccines
The Delhi Police informed that an
AamAadmi Party (AAP) leader was
involved in the putting up of posters
that targeted PM Modi over COVID
vaccine availability

There are 62,783
active cases in
Delhi and 39,211
of them are in
home isolation,
the health
department said
in a bulletin.
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n the latest development, the Delhi Police
informed that an AamAadmi Party (AAP) leader
was involved in the putting up of posters that
targeted PM Modi over COVID vaccines that were
exported to foreign countries amid the pandemic.
The posters targeting PM Modi surfaced in the
national capital on Saturday following which
arrests were made by the Delhi Police. Providing an
update on the case, Delhi Police on Sunday said
that AAP member & President of Ward 47 Arvind
Gautam was behind the act of such posters being
put up and revealed that he was absconding. Delhi
Police claimed that it had noticed the walls being
defaced with posters targeting PM Modi while they
were patrolling during the lockdown and that on
interrogation, the suspects had revealed the name
of the AAP leader. It is pertinent to point out that
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Congress has embarked on a social media campaign with '#ArrestMeToo' to target PM Modi and
the Centre over COVID vaccine availability in India
even as Delhi Police named an AAP leader behind
the poster. 25 persons were reportedly arrested for
putting up posters in the national capital targeting

PM Modi following which Congress resorted to the
social media campaign. The grand old party's official Twitter handle including the accounts of its
state outfits changed their display picture to the
poster that was put up in the national capital targeting PM.

Documentation must for
availing free oxygen
concentrator service in Delhi
The device will be issued after physical
verification of the place, where the
patient stays and submission of relevant
address proof, discharge slips prescribing short term oxygen therapy (STOT).
Team Absolute|New Delhi
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he patients, who will avail free oxygen concentrator
from the Delhi government, will need to self-monitor
oxygen level in every six hours for 14 days and maintain a written record of the observations, say the standard
operating procedures (SoPs) issued by the directorate general of health services (DGHS) on Saturday.
The device will be issued after physical verification of
the place, where the patient stays and submission of relevant address proof, discharge slips prescribing short term
oxygen therapy (STOT). The voter identity card will serve
as the proof of normal residence of the person and in case
of minors the parents' voter ID card will suffice.
The district team will also keep follow up of all the
patients started on STOT by tele-presence on a daily basis
and by weekly physical visits from nearby facilities.
"Maximum duration which the concentrator will be
loaned to a patient under this policy is two months, post
which the concentrator will have to be returned to the concerned facility.
If the oxygen therapy is required after two months, then
the patients will be re-evaluated by a physician and will be
prescribed on long term oxygen therapy (LTOT) as per the
existing government policy of pre-Covid pandemic period," says the SOP issued by Dr BS Charan, additional
director, DGHS, on Saturday. The SOP further says that in
case the patient is suffering from any pre-existing pulmonary illness, then the patient is required to be referred
to a specialist for expert evaluation and prescription.
The concentrator will be delivered at home during the
working hours (till 8pm) same day (on which the request is
made). "In case the patient faces any difficulty till the
delivery of concentrator, he/she is to be advised to immediately contact 102 and shift to a non Covid hospital. The
district nodal officer will supervise and ensure installation
and maintenance of the concentrators at patients home
with assistance of the team," says the SoP.

T

he national capital recorded 6,456
fresh COVID-19 cases and 262 fatalities on Sunday while the positivity rate
dropped to 10.40 per cent, the lowest in
over a month, according to a Delhi government health bulletin. With this, the total
number of cases in the city has risen to
13,93,867 and the death toll to 21,506, it
said. This is the third consecutive day when
Delhi has recorded less than 10,000 cases.
However, the smaller number of new cases
was due to relatively fewer tests, 62,059,
conducted on Saturday.
Delhi had reported 6,430 cases on
Saturday, the lowest since April 7, with
medical experts attributing the lockdown as
the main factor behind the dip. Delhi had
reported 8,506 cases on Friday, 10,489 on
Thursday, 13,287 on Wednesday, 12,481 on
Tuesday, 12,651 on Monday and 13,336 on
last Sunday.
At 10.40 per cent, Sunday's positivity rate
is the lowest since April 11 when it stood at
9.4 per cent, according to government data.
The positivity rate was 11.32 per cent on
Saturday, 12.4 per cent on Friday, 14.24 per
cent on Thursday, 17 per cent on
Wednesday, 17.8 per cent on Tuesday,

19.10 per cent on Monday and 21.67 per
cent on last Sunday.
The national capital had recorded its
highest positivity rate of 36.2 per cent on
April 22. Delhi had recorded 337 deaths on
Saturday, 289 on Friday, 308 on Thursday,
300 on Wednesday, 347 on Tuesday, 319 on
Monday, 273 on last Sunday. The highest
number of 448 deaths was reported on May
3.As many as 62,059 tests, including 45,094
RTPCR/CBNAAT/True Nat tests, were conducted on Saturday, the bulletin stated. A
total of 9,706 people recovered from
COVID-19 in a day. There are 62,783 active
cases in Delhi and 39,211 of them are in
home isolation, it said. Over 13.09 lakh people have either recovered, migrated out or
have been discharged, it added.
Of the 24,144 hospital beds for coronavirus patients in the city, 7,895 are vacant,
the bulletin said. The COVID-19 situation
has been improving in Delhi with the number of cases and positivity rate going down
steadily over the past few days.
However, earlier in the day, Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal extended the
ongoing lockdown in the city till May 24,
saying the gains made so far in combating
the coronavirus cannot be lost due to relaxations now.

DELHI-NCR LOSES FOUR PROMINENT DOCTORS TO COVID THIS WEEK
Among the casualties are anaesthetist who donated blood 70 times, orthopaedic who never turned away a patient
Team Absolute|New Delhi

T

he relentless Covid surge in Delhi and
NCR continues to take a toll on the
medical community, with doctors
Vivek Arora, Anubha Garg, Shekhar Agarwal
and Anil Wahal succumbing to the disease
in the last few days.
Dr Arora (53), an anaesthetist who died
Wednesday, had donated blood 70 times in
his lifetime to help patients. "On April 21 he
developed a fever and got a Covid test, but it
came negative. Due to this, he thought there
may be some other reason for the fever, but
within a few days he developed breathlessness. He was then admitted to a hospital in
Ghaziabad. However, his saturation kept
slipping. He was shifted to a bigger hospital
in Ghaziabad and put on a ventilator after
developing pneumothorax, but he died
today. He had received both doses of the
vaccine and had no comorbidities," said
Indian Medical Association's (IMA) East
Delhi secretary Radha Jain.
Arora leaves behind his wife and two sons.
"He was a very lively person who donated
blood 70 times in his lifetime. He never considered money a factor; he would just operate if someone needed it. He was very helpful. All his friends are distraught," she said.

Dr P K Lakhani, an anaesthetist and friend
of Arora's, said he had started working once
the first Covid test came negative. "He
worked for 3-4 days after that. When he went
to hospital for an emergency surgery, he
developed some breathlessness and he
returned home. He checked his oxygen saturation, which was lower than normal…He
was a very honest man, full of professional
integrity and never ran after money," he said
Dr Anubha Garg (41), a practicing gynaecologist, also succumbed to Covid
Wednesday. Jain said she was also a resident
of Ghaziabad but had been admitted in
Moradabad due to the oxygen shortage in
Delhi-NCR.
"Her husband is also a doctor and she has
two daughters. Her condition had been
deteriorating there and she was to be shifted
to Ghaziabad today, but she died en route.
She was obese and had been fully vaccinated," she said.
"It has become so painful for us to issue
daily condolence messages for doctors.
Every day I have to issue these messages. It is
important to remember that these doctors
are exposed to high viral load because of the
nature of their work. We know of many cases
where vaccines have reduced the symptoms," said Jain.

Dr Shekhar Agarwal (68) was a renowned
orthopaedic surgeon at Sant Parmanand
Hospital and succumbed to Covid on
Monday. Dr Vinay Aggarwal, who knew him
since 1971, said he worked almost as a "missionary".
Agarwal was a specialist in joint replacement. He completed his MBBS in 1975, and
then did his master's in orthopaedics also
from MAMC. "After that he went to England
for further training. He had the opportunity
to settle there but he decided to come back.
After working in some hospitals, he joined

Sant Parmanand Hospital, which was at that
time a charitable eye hospital. He transformed it into a state-of-the-art orthopaedic
unit. I have never ever seen him turn away a
patient due to financial reasons," he said.
"After being diagnosed with Covid, he was
admitted in Parmanand but was later shifted
to Medanta. However, it was his wish to die
in his hospital, so he was shifted back to
Parmanand finally, where he breathed his
last. He had received both doses of the vaccine but he was asthmatic," said Aggarwal.
Dr D K Baluja said Agarwal was instrumental in setting up the orthopaedic unit at
Jaipur Golden Hospital.
Dr Anil Wahal (64), an anaesthetist at
Hindu Rao Hospital, also lost his life
Monday night. "He had been working for
almost two years. He tested positive on April
21 but was self-monitoring at home till April
30, when he was admitted in our hospital
after his oxygen fell. He had received one
dose of vaccine… He was hypertensive and
had a mitral valve replacement," said Dr
Alka Chandra, HoD Anaesthesia.
Wahal leaves behind his wife and two
sons. "He was a thorough gentleman, very
sincere and humble. He had both excellent
clinical knowledge as well as administrative
knowledge," she said.
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MAHA PAYS RICH TRIBUTES TO
CONGRESS MP RAJEEV SATAV
S
Team Absolute|Pune

aying that the news of the
untimely demise of the
dynamic parliamentarian was
'agonising', the Governor said
it came at a time when one
felt that he would come out of Covid19. "He was known for his leadership
qualities and organizational abilities.
He had excellent public relations.
Unfortunately, death has
snatched away a promising
leader with great potential," said Koshyari.
Chief Minister Uddhav
Thackeray expressed
grief and said Satav was
"a sincere and learned
leader who had
immense faith in the
parliamentary system
of democracy" whose
loss will be felt by the
Congress party.

Led by Maharashtra Governor Bhagat Singh Koshyari,
top state leaders from various political parties paid
rich tributes to Congress MP and youth leader Rajeev
Satav who fell to Covid-19, here on Sunday.

State Congress President Nana F.
Patole said that he was at a complete
loss for words on learning of the
demise of his dear friend - "Alvida
(Goodbye) My Friend".
Nationalist Congress President
Sharad Pawar described Satav as "a
young, dynamic and learned" leader,
and recalled how he successfully handled his responsibilities as AICC Incharge for Gujarat.
"In his untimely demise, the state
has lost a great upcoming leader" said
Pawar in a message mourning the
demise of the youth leader from
Hingoli.Deputy Chief Minister
AjitPawar said the state has lost "a
powerful young leader" whose friendship extended across party lines and
will be a loss to the entire country.
PWD Minister Ashok Chavan,
Revenue Minister BalasahebThorat,
former CM Prithviraj Chavan and
other senior Congress leaders paid
tributes to Satav and remembered his
contributions as an MP, AICC General
Secretary and as a grassroots leader
over the years.
Describing him as "a rising star
which has gone down" Shiv Sena
leader Kishore Tiwari, accorded MoS

Separate wards, medical teams
for Mucormycosis: Tope
Maharashtra health minister
Rajesh Tope said the black fungus, was a new challenge and its
treatment needed ophthalmologists, ENT specialists, neuro and
plastic surgeons etc under the
same roof.

he Maharashtra government plans to set
up separate wards at hospitals to treat
people with Mucormycosis, a rare and
dangerous fungal infection which has been
found in some COVID-19 patients as well as
those who had recovered from the infection,
state health minister Rajesh Tope said on
Saturday.He said the infection, also called
black fungus, was a new challenge and its
treatment needed ophthalmologists, ENT
specialists, neuro and plastic surgeons etc
under the same roof and that is why the state
government had decided to set up separate
wards."A separate team of doctors would be
appointed as well. We have received 5,000

The Mumbai civic body on
Sunday decided to keep its
COVID-19 vaccination drive
suspended for the third day
on May 17 in view of the
warning about cyclone
Tauktae, municipal commissioner Iqbal Singh
Chahal said.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

T

he Mumbai civic body on
Sunday decided to keep its
COVID-19 vaccination drive
suspended for the third day on May
17 in view of the warning about
cyclone Tauktae, municipal commissioner Iqbal Singh Chahal said.
The Brihanmumbai Municipal
Corporation (BMC) had on Friday
announced that there would be no
inoculation on May 15 and 16 considering the India Meteorological
Department's cyclone warning.
The vaccination programme will
now be implemented on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday, Chahal
said.
According to the IMD, cyclone

Team Absolute|Mumbai

M

aharashtra chief
minister Uddhav
Thackeray on
Sunday said an alert has
been sounded in coastal
districts of the state in the
wake of cyclone Tauktae,
and the state administration has braced up to
ensure uninterrupted electricity and oxygen supply in
Covid-19 hospitals.
Thackeray gave the
assurance to Union home
minister Amit Shah during
a virtual meeting in the
morning on the preparedness for tackling the
cyclonic storm.

According to the India
Meteorological
Department (IMD),
cyclone Tauktae has intensified into a "very severe
cyclonic storm" and is
approaching the Gujarat
coast.The IMD has forecast
high-speed winds along
and off south MaharashtraGoa and adjoining
Karnataka coasts over the
next couple of days.
During the meeting,
Thackeray said jumbo
Covid-19 centres and other
facilities can protect
patients from rain. But, in
view of the cyclonic storm,
some patients from
Mumbai and other areas
have been shifted to safer
places.
He said all steps have
been taken to ensure oxygen production plants on
the coastline and transport
of oxygen to rest of the state
remain unaffected.
Thackeray also informed
that residents along the
coastline have been moved
to safer places and disaster
management units have
been activated.
Collectors of

injections to treat Mucormycosis and they are
being distributed. More injections are being
procured by the state government," he added.
Tope said Prime Minister Narendra Modi
was scheduled to meet 17 district collectors of
Maharashtra on May 20 and Chief Minister
Uddhav Thackeray will take a review meet
ahead of it to discuss health infrastructure
and other issues related to the COVID-19 outbreak.He also said the condition of senior
Congress leader Rajiv Satav, currently hospitalised in Pune for COVID-19 treatment,
was critical.

Sindhudurg, Ratnagiri,
Raigad and Palghar districts and Mumbai municipal commissioner have
been instructed to ensure
that the oxygen production
plants of 900 metric tonne
capacity along the sea coast
are safe, he said.
Officials of the electricity
and public works departments are also on alert, the
CM said.
He said arrangements
have been made to ensure
12 to 16-hour oxygen backup in districts to be affected
by the cyclonic storm.
"A total of 160 metric
tonne of oxygen is expected
to reach Maharashtra from
Jamnagar in Gujarat by
Monday. If there are problems in the Jamnagar plant
due to the cyclone,
arrangements have been
made to get the additional
stock from other places," he
said.
Thackeray said fishermen were also returning to
the coast from the sea.
He also informed the
Union minister that the
state has adequate stock of
medicines.

AMID RISE IN BLACK FUNGUS CASES, DRUGS GET SCARCE
The state FDA has been monitoring the availability of this key drug which has started becoming scarce.

A

mid the rise of mucormycosis or
Black fungus infections among
Covid-19 patients, the drug
Amphotericin B (Ampho-B) being
used to treat patients remained in
short supply. Various hospitals in
Pune and some districts like
Ahmednagar and others in
Maharashtra have started reporting a
shortage of this drug.
The increase in the number of
Black Fungus cases in Pune, with
some doctors even admitting to treating five to seven patients per day at a
multispecialty hospital, has led to an
acute shortage of this expensive drug
used to treat the rare fungal infection.
The demand for Liposomal
Amphotericin B has shot up due to
covid-affected mucormycosis, says
Rohit Karpe, treasurer of the
Association of Chemists in the Pune
district. "Usually, in any hospital,
there would be a requirement of up to

100 vials per month prior to Covid-19.
However, now the consumption per
patient is up to 120 vials. Presently the
demand has shot up to 1000-1500
vials from hospitals to various distributors in Pune district," Karpe said. He
added that they were informed that
production would be enhanced by

companies like Cipla, Bharat Serum,
SunPharma, and Mylan.
"Amphotericin B is needed for
almost two weeks. This was a drug
that was rarely used as we often had
only one or two patients in a year.
Hence this drug was not produced a
lot," Dr. Parikshit Gogate, consulting

ophthalmologist who treats patients at
Ruby Hall clinic, D Y Patil medical college and hospital said. The drug costs
approximately Rs 7500 per bottle and
a patient may need ten per day and
may have to use it for six weeks minimum and there are some patients
using it for six months too, says Dr.
Aditya Kelkar, director at National
Institute of Ophthalmology. "I have
seen five cases so far but mostly they
are referred to neuro ENT infection
control specialists who are located at
one place in a multi-specialty hospital," he added. Dr Ramesh Murthy, an
eye surgeon at Deenanath
Mangeshkar hospital which has treated a maximum of covid affected cases
of mucormycosis admitted to a shortage and said that while alternative
drugs like posaconazole and isavuconazole can be given the drug of
choice is amphotericin b.The state
FDA has been monitoring the availability of this key drug which has
started becoming scarce.

No Covid vaccination drive in Mumbai on MAHA: COVID CASES DROP; DEATH TOLL
CROSSES 80K WITH 960 FATALITIES
Monday too in view of cyclone Tauktae
Team Absolute|Mumbai

Tauktae has intensified into a "very
severe cyclonic storm" and is very
likely to reach the Gujarat coast in the
evening hours of
May 17 and
cross it
between
Porbandar
and Mahuva
in Bhavnagar
district
around
the

early morning of May 18.
A BMC official had earlier said that
the civic body has shifted 580
patients from Covid care centres in

19-YEAR-OLD GIRL GANG-RAPED
AT BANDRA'S BANDSTAND

❝

After a complaint was filed
at Shivaji Nagar
police station in
Govandi, the three
persons were
arrested under section 376D of IPC for
gang-rape. They
have been remanded in police custody
till Wednesday

The IMD has forecast high-speed
winds along and
off south
Maharashtra-Goa
and adjoining
Karnataka coasts
over the next couple of days.

Team Absolute|Pune
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T

status, reminisced the days when the
young Satav started his political life at
the Zilla Parishad level and soon grew
into a national leader.
Posting an undated video with
Satav, NCP MP SupriyaSule said she
was deeply saddened to hear of the
death of her dear friend and colleague
- "I will surely miss you, Rajeev. RIP".
AICC Secretary Sanjay Dutt said:
"Too shocked & deeply pained to
express our agony. A promising, caring
young leader was snatched away from
us by cruel fate. Our dearest colleague
and younger brother."Bharatiya Janata
Party's Leader of Opposition
(Assembly) Devendra Fadnavis said he
was "shocked" to learn of the youthful
leader's demise and offered condolences to the bereave Satav family.
Leader of Opposition (Council)
Pravin Darekar said he was pained to
know of Satav's untimely death and
prayed for him besides consoling his
family members.
Mumbai Congress President Bhai
Jagtap said he was "shocked and
pained" by Satav's demise, while other
senior leaders like Sanjay Nirupam,
Milind Deora and central party leaders
also expressed grief.

As Tauktae nears, Maharashtra amps up
oxygen, power supply in Covid-19 hospitals

Mumbai: Three people were
arrested for allegedly gang-raping
a 19-year-old girl at Bandstand in
Bandra, Mumbai police said on
Saturday. The incident took place
around 11pm on Tuesday after
the victim had arrived at the popular recreational area by
the sea with the three accused, who were her friends, on
two motorcycles from suburban Govandi, an official said.
"The three took her to the rocks along the coast and raped
her taking turns. They then left her home. When she started experiencing pain in her stomach, her sister asked her
the reason, after which the victim narrated the ordeal," he
said."After a complaint was filed at Shivaji Nagar police station in Govandi, the three persons were arrested under section 376D of IPC for gang-rape. They have been remanded
in police custody till Wednesday. Further probe in the incident is underway," he added.

the city as a precautionary measure
in view of the warning that cyclone
Tauktae is likely to pass close to the
city.

Meanwhile, Chahal also said the
central government has issued directions to maintain a gap of 12 to 16
weeks between two doses of
Covishield vaccine.
Hence, nobody except health care
workers and frontline workers will be
eligible for the second Covishield
dose at present as vaccination for
other categories had commenced on
March 1.
"Due to this change, the civic body
has decided to extend the walk-in
(vaccination) facility for citizens
above 60 years of age for the first
Covishield dose during May 18-20,"
he said.
Last week, the BMC had
announced that the citizens above 60
years of age, who are waiting for the
second dose of Covishield vaccine,
the beneficiaries yet to get the second
dose of Covaxin and the disabled
person can opt for walk-in vaccination from Monday to Wednesday.

A

lthough the number of new Covid cases
dropped in Maharashtra on Saturday,
the states fatalities zoomed past the
80,000-level, with a corresponding rise in the
recovery rate, health officials said here.
Compared to 695 deaths on Friday, the
state's fatalities shot up by 265 to touch 960 on
Saturday, mounting Maharashtra's overall
death toll to 80,512, the worst in the country.
The number of fresh cases remained below
the 50,000-level at 34,848, taking the state's
overall tally to 53,44,063.The situation in
Mumbai continues to improve with fresh infections remaining below the 2,000-level at 1,450,
taking the city's Covid tally to 6,86,295 till date,
after touching the highest daily spike of 11,206
cases last month (April 4). Meanwhile, 62 fatalities on Saturday took the country's commercial capital's death toll to 14,164.After two days,
the state's death rate worsened from 1.05 per
cent to 1.51 per cent now, though the number
of active cases dropped from 519,254 on Friday
to 494,032 on Saturday.On the brighter side,
59,073 fully cured patients returned home,
higher than the number of fresh infections, tak-

ing the total number of recoveries to 47,67,053,
while the recovery rate further improved to
89.02 per cent now.The Mumbai Circle -- comprising Mumbai, Thane, Palghar and Raigad
districts -- recorded a fall in new cases, from
5,138 on Friday to 4,672 now. The new additions took MMR's overall caseload to 14,79,392,
while 187 fatalities mounted its death toll to
25,636. Of the day's 960 fatalities caused by the
contagion -- including a few old ones now
adjusted -- Nagpur led the chart with 144
deaths, followed by 91 in Solapur, 78 in Thane,
62 in Mumbai, 52 in Pune, 51 in Chandrapur,
42 in Nanded, 35 in Beed, 33 in Ahmednagar,
32 in Jalgaon, 31 each in Palghar and Latur, 30
in Nashik, 28 each in Aurangabad and
Ratnagiri, 23 in Amravati, 21 in Sindhudurg, 19
each in Hingoli and Bhandara, 18 in Raigad, 13
in Jalna, 11 each in Satara and Akola, 8 each in
Sangli and Gondia, 7 each in Kolhapur,
Parbhani and Yavatmal, 6 each in Nandurbar
and Wardha, and 5 each in Osmanabad and
Washim. Meanwhile, the number of people
sent to home isolation decreased from
34,82,425 to 34,47,653 now, while those shunted to institutional quarantine went up from
28,312 on Friday to 28,727 on Saturday.

MAHA NGOS CREATE 'JAB AWARENESS' AMONG RELUCTANT TRIBALS
lets, explaining to them the benefits of the
dose, how it can prevent them from Covid-19
oncerned by the sheer resistance
and other aspects to convince them to regisamong tribals for the Covid-19 vaccine ter for the drive.
jabs, a group of NGOs and leading perHe said that in Vidarbha, Gadchiroli has
almost 40 per cent tribals, 24 per cent in
sonalities in Maharashtra have launched an
awareness drive among the forest folks for
Yavatmal and 20 per cent in Chandrapur and
most people are keeping off the vaccination
the life-saver jabs.
In several districts of Vidarbha region,
drive, ringing alarm bells among the local
with a significant tribal populace, there are
and state health authorities.
The team members include
misgivings and misconceptions about the
ongoing vaccination programme in the state, KhushrooPoacha, the famous 82-year old
Sikh, Baba Karnail Singh Khera, social worksaid Vasantrao Naik ShetiSwavalamban
er Salim Khetani, filmmaker and Grand
Mission (VNSSM) President Kishore Tiwari,
Maratha Foundation head Rohit Shelatkar,
accorded a MoS status.
the Adar Poonawalla Foundation of Pune,
"Like in other regions, the tribal people
harbour wild ideas, they feel that vaccinawith help from Union Minister Nitin
tions could lead to side-effects, short or long Gadkari, State Minister Eknath Shinde and
term handicaps or even death, and they are
legislator Sanjay Rathod, besides VNSSM
keeping out of the programme. In many
farmer volunteers.
areas, they chase away the medical or health
"Last year, at the height of the lockdown,
workers going to enroll them for the drive,"
we distributed over 20,000 foodkits to the
Tiwari told IANS.
tribals in the region, under a project named
Roping in social workers and NGOs,
'Aadhar Uddhavcha' which proved very helpTiwari is leading small groups to tribal ham- ful to them. This year, we are distributing

Team Absolute|Nagpur

C

similar foodkits but now requesting them to
join the vaccination," said Poacha.
Shelatkar said that there are thousands of
small tribal dwellings across the region with
reports of large-scale Covid-19 infections,
but the locals seem to ignore the dangers as
they go about their routine chores.
"We shall be conducting complete health
checkups, distribute 30,000 foodkits, give
them thermometer and oxymeters, teach
them the importance of physical distancing,
hygiene, washing hands, wearing facemasks,
etc to help keep Corona at bay," said Tiwari.
After covering the main tribal districts of
Vidarbha region, the team plans to concentrate on two other districts with massive tribals, like Nandurbar (70 per cent) and Palghar
(40 per cent) with a similar initiative soon,
said Shelatkar.
An aide to Minister Shinde said that, if
necessary, the group may rope in celebs and
travel to other districts with lower tribal populations to ensure that all the citizens in the
state are covered by vaccination as soon as
possible, as stated by Chief Minister Uddhav

Thackeray several times.
Besides, the groups will also make appeals
on social media, local Marathi TV channels,
newspapers, banners, posters and personal
contacts to drive home the message of significance of vaccination, said KhairaBabaji,
who has fed millions of migrants at his small
'langar' near Karanji on the NH-7 in
Yavatmal, working non-stop since the pandemic set in.
In Nandurbar the Biladi Zilla Parishad
Primary School Principal Sachin Patki is
conducting a drive among locals in a unique
way by donning fancy dresses of a doctor,
policeman, Lord Shiva, Lord Vasudeo (Sage
Naradmuni), goes singing and dancing in
villages and succeeded in getting many
reluctant tribals to go for vaccination.(IANS
report - May 05).
Maharashtra currently has the country's
highest caseload of 53,44,063, the maximum
80,512 deaths, but has also topped in vaccinations with 1,99,12,924 people already vaccinated with the first or second jabs across
all categories till date.
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MANAV KAUL : WE ARE LIVING IN
A BAD DREAM AND REMINISCE
ABOUT GOOD OLD TIMES
Team Absolute|Mumbai

ollywood actor ManavKaul on Sunday
took to social media to express his mind
on how he feels to be living amid a pandemic and how seeing people selflessly trying
to help others makes him happy. Manav
shared a photograph of himself with mountains forming a picturesque background. In the
photo, the actor can be seen staring at the
mountains.
Sharing the photo on Instagram, the actor
wrote in Hindi: "This was only last year but
feels like I can't remember when was the last
time I visited the mountains. When was the last
time I had a hearty laughter or hugged someone after meeting them? Last year I thought
that I will forget this like a bad dream but now
we are living in this bad dream and keep reminiscing about our good old times."

B

ARJUN BIJLANI
SHARES HIS
WORDS OF
WISDOM

Revealing his observation of people's behaviour
during the hour of crisis, the actor further wrote:
"But this is also true that we have never come so
much close to each other in the past. We are
caged but from within those cages we extend our
hands with the intention of helping others. We are
confined within our homes but we are still fighting. I feel so happy when I see that every person is
trying their best to do whatever they can to help
others, without even knowing what is the surname of the person they are trying to help. My
love to all those small and big soldiers."
"Please take good care of yourself and stay at
home. #maskup #stayhome #staysafe and get vaccinated as soon as possible. #getvaccienated," he
suggested.
On the work front, Manav is all set to feature
alongside Madhuri Dixit Nene in the upcoming
thriller series "Finding Anamika". The show also
features Sanjay Kapoor.

Madhuri Dixit: Wear your masks and
get vaccinated as soon as possible
Team Absolute|Mumbai

ollywood star Madhuri Dixit Nene took to
social media on Sunday to express gratitude
and share her love with her fans, followers,
friends and industry colleagues for their wishes on
her birthday.
Madhuri, who celebrated her her 54th birthday on
Saturday, took to Facebook on Sunday to post a
video thanking everyone for their warm wishes. At
the same time, the actress reminded everyone to
wear their masks and get vaccinated at the earliest
keeping in mind the difficult situation we are going
through.
In the video, Madhuri spoke in Hindi and English:
"Hello everyone. Hope you all are safe and healthy
and staying inside your homes. I wanted to thank all
of you for such warm wishes on my birthday that you
have sent me on Twitter, Instagram, Facebook and

B

everywhere else. Thank you so much. Your love and
wishes make me feel special every single day."
Reminding all to take necessary precautions
amid the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, the
actress added: "I know we are going through
a very difficult time. I urge everyone to
stay indoors with your loved ones. Stay
safe, wear your masks and get vaccinated as soon as possible and follow all Covid guidelines. We
need to stay together and be
strong to overcome this.
Once again thank you
for your lovely
birthday wishes."

SHWETA
TIWARI FLAUNTS
PERFECT ABS IN NEW
PHOTO-OP

Team Absolute|Mumbai

ctor Arjun Bijlani has shared his words of wisdom on his
latest post on social media. On Instagram, Arjun shared
a string of pictures from Cape Town, where he is shooting for the 11 season of the stunt-based reality show
KhatronKeKhiladi.
"Your attitude, not your aptitude, will determine your altitude," he wrote as the caption.
Along with Arjun, others who will be seen in the reality
show include names such as Shweta Tiwari, Abhinav Shukla,
DivyankaTripathi, Nikki Tamboli, AnushkaSen,Rahul Vaidya
and others will be seen competing with each other
On May 12, Arjun tied up with an initiative that helps Covid
patients find beds in hospitals across the country. He said that
it is imperative for everyone to come forward and pitch in with
efforts to fight the virus.
The actor was appointed as one of the many cause ambassadors of India's International Movement to Unite Nations
(IIMUN)'s Find A Bed initiative.

A

AROMA CAN BE A THERAPEUTIC PROCESS IN BUILDING POSITIVITY
Team Absolute|New Delhi

t is a challenge to relax in a fast
paced world which is currently
undergoing a crisis. Investing time
and energy in activities that can help
Team Absolute|Mumbai
de-stress is tough in a busy schedule,
even if its work from home nowaelevision star Shweta Tiwari showcased her days. All you need is a daily healthy
perfect abs in a new photograph she shared ritual that can help strike the balance
on social media on Sunday. Shweta posted between your mind, body and soul.
a picture on Instagram. The mother-of-two, is
Aromatherapy is one such solution
seen wearing a white and red crop top, and jeans. which helps build positivity, release
The 40-year-old actress is seen showcasing her
stress, boost your mood and leave your
well-chiseled abs as she poses for the camera.
home smelling wonderful. Traditional, alternative or complementa"Bring it on," she wrote as the caption.
ry therapies that use essential oils, fragrances and other aromatic
Shweta is currently in Cape Town, where she is
plant compounds. Smell is the strongest of the senses and most effishooting for the Season 11 of the stunt-based
cient in influencing brain activity.
reality show, 'KhatronKeKhiladi'.
HargunnJayaswal, CEO Misa Candles shares some benefits of practicOthers who will be seen in the show include
ing aromatherapy.
Abhinav Shukla, DivyankaTripathi, Nikki
Candles are great for aromatherapy. Lighting a candle is probably one of
Tamboli, Anushka Sen, Rahul Vaidya and
the simplest yet most effective ways to boost the mood and absorb the goodothers will be seen competing with
ness from the environment. It creates a soothing aura and is more practical
each other.
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than the essence sticks which add to the smoke. Aroma
candles also act as a focal point for meditation.
Aromatherapy helps combat the different emotions we
face. Not only does it reduce stress, agitation, and anxiety
but also helps in calming your nerves that lead to
headache and migraine. It helps in easing discomforts,
boost immunity, improve sleep quality and rejuvenate
the mind.
Studies show many elements of our moods are related
to the smells present in the environment and that can
alter our mood from good to bad or vice versa. Aroma
has the neutralising properties which reduce the number of unwanted ions in the house atmosphere hence keeping you positive.
Aroma stimulates the mind. A soft mild smell can infuse the thoughts of
positivity and creativity. It helps the mind to ease the tension,relaxes the muscles and erases the negativity. It lightens up the atmosphere and enables you
to work and think better. Aroma also charges the good emotions of the mind.
Emotions and factors like empathy,gratitude, humbleness get charged up and
actions post aroma therapy. It helps in de-stressing, creates a balance, stimulates and refreshes the memory. Just like good music, good smells can alter
brain waves that help in boosting your productivity. Different aromatherapy
scents have different effects on people, but the common denominator is a
deepened sense of relaxation, positivity and balance.

RAVEENA
TANDON: MISSING A
BIT OF THE RED LIPSTICK
ACTION

TISCA CHOPRA WORKS FOR
TRANSGENDERS, WIDOWS
DURING COVID CRISIS
Team Absolute|Mumbai

Team Absolute|Mumbai

ctress Tisca Chopra is doing her bit
to help transgenders and widows,
who have been affected by the
Covid pandemic. The actress has
started an initiative with chef Vikas
Khanna called
#IndiaForMothers, to help
support these groups deal
with the crises. "When
Vikas Khanna and his team
approached me for this
specific campaign
#IndiaForMothers to support widows and transgenders in India who have lost
their livelihood due to the
pandemic, it was an instant
yes from me. These mothers are not just nurturers, but also providers and many have been left
jobless and even homeless during this pandemic," said Tisca.
"Similarly, the transgender community is also in need -- many are
currently jobless and in desperate need of support," Tisca added.
The actress had started an initiative last year called At Tisca's Table,
which she reinvented to help people during these troubled times.
"At Tisca's Table is a monthly table where we bring creative minds to
facilitate conversations between the brightest minds, and I have been
doing that since last year. We reinvented the Table for the pandemic
seeing that it is what is most needed right now. It started with us sending out food to nurses and ward boys at Covid wards at Nanavati and
Cooper hospitals, to show them love for their absolutely selfless work,"
she says. The actress says the situation around is bad, and the needs of
people are changing every day. "The situation was terrible mid-April
and stayed that way till about the 10th of May. The epicentres kept
changing -- first it was Mumbai and Delhi, then Kolkata and
Bangalore. Now UP is in pathetic shape. The need of the hour keeps
changing -- it was oxygen and ICU beds to start with, then plasma and
now it's ECMO machines and Amphotericin medicine for Black
Fungus is what is needed the most right now," she says.

A

ith her face covered in masks since last one
year of the Covid-19 pandemic, Bollywood
actress RaveenaTandon is missing putting on
her favourite red lipstick. Raveena took to Instagram on
Sunday to express her mind. The actress shared a beautiful
photograph of herself in a red long dress along with a few
photographs of her face wearing red lipstick Along with the
pictures, Raveena wrote: "Hello there ! Missing all my red!
With the last entire year being covered in masks, and continuing to do so..missing a bit of the #redlipstick action.."
Raveena recently took to Instagram to talk about how much
she is missing her work which is on a halt due to the ongoing
pandemic. The actress posted a few stills from her last day of
shoot for the upcoming crime series "Aranyak", which took
place in February. "#throwback The last day of the shoot
for #aranyak. All happy smiles in February. Missing
the gang, the action, the fun.. happy days will be
back again. Didn't know I'm going to miss work
so much! Hahaha always waited for that
break in between work, and now waiting for a break in the pandemic, to
get back to work! #thistooshallpass and we shall overcome
this time too," she wrote
alongside the photos.
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I've got a bucket list and I
EMMA WATSON
have to say a wedding is HEADS OUT WITH
RUMOURED FIANCÉ
not on it: Kelly Brook
LEO ROBINTON

Los Angeles | Agencies

he 41-year-old model and actress revealed she values the
freedom of having few attachments too much to consider
having children anytime soon. Speaking to Notebook
Magazine, Kelly said that she currently has a bucket list she is
working through, but that 'a
wedding is not on it'.
Kelly said: 'I feel like
marriage and children
are not things I've wanted. I like travelling and
being with my partner, I
like animals working
and being independent and I like my freedom. I like being
spontaneous.
'There are so
many things I
love, and I think
marriage and
children would
stop me doing
those things.'
She also said
that she isn't saying 'never' to marriage and children,
with thoughts of a
family creeping
into her mind
'every now and
again'.
Her latest interview follows comments she made earlier this month in which
she admitted that she
would like beau
Jeremy Parisi, 36, to
propose, laughing as
she added: 'Not hinting
or anything!'

T

Los Angeles | Agencies

mma Watson and her
boyfriend Leo Robinton
were seen out and about at
the weekend in Los Angeles, as
rumours circulate that they are
engaged The Harry Potter
actress, 31, was seen picking
up snacks with Leo, who she
has been dating for 21
months.
Emma hinted at a
move to Hollywood after
being spotted stocking up
on furniture in the area last
week. She has homes in London
and New York, but has been spending a lot of
time in LA with her rumoured fiancé, 31.
The couple put on a casual display, with
Emma in a taupe-coloured sweater and
checked trousers.
She added black plimsolls and wore her
russet locks loosely around her shoulders.
Emma went make-up free and
looked cheery as she chatted animatedly with her man.
He wore a crisp white fitted T-shirt and skinny
stonewashed jeans, finishing things off with
mahogany loafers.
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ZACK SNYDER HOPES HE GETS TO
MAKE MORE DC FILMS IN FUTURE
Los Angeles | Agencies

ilmmaker Zack Snyder says his fans
want him to make more DC films,
and he hopes the makers Warner
Bros let him do so. Snyder has directed DC
films such as "Batman V Superman: Dawn
Of Justice", "Man Of Steel" and
"Watchmen" in the past.
"I don't know what could be done as you
go forward other than, I think the fan
movement is so strong and the fan community is so -- the intention is so pure -and I really have huge respect for it," he

F

BAYWATCH BABE LILY
JAMES PAIRS ICONIC
SWIMSUIT AS SHE
PLAYS PAMELA
ANDERSON
Los Angeles | Agencies

ily James appeared a bit
heated on the set of the
new Hulu series Pam &
Tommy - a raunchy show about
the life of Pamela Anderson and
MötleyCrüe drummer Tommy
Lee. And over the last few
days the British-born starlet, 32, has continued to
look a dead ringer for
the blonde bombshell
as she slipped into the
siren's famed red
Baywatch swimsuit.
On Friday James
was seen wearing
hair curlers and a
blue terry cloth robe
as she looked to film
a scene in which
Pam exchanges
words with the
Baywatch director
between takes.
Anderson notoriously
played sexy lifeguard C.J.
Parker on the hit series
from 1992 to 1997.
In order to look as close
to the 14-time Playboy
covergirl as possible, the
Rebecca actress has been
spotted wearing a fake
bust to achieve Pam's
34DD bust.
The eight episode
Hulu series has been
filming in Los Angeles
for the last few weeks
and Lily and the crew
have been posting up
at the beach in Malibu
while documenting
this chapter of Pam's
life.
Lily's platinum
locks were styled with
hot pink rollers to
achieve the sexy
siren's signature
hair and wore the
famed high cut
red swimsuit
which showed
off her incredible figure.

L

said in an interview with Jake's Takes,
according to contactmusic.com.
He added: "I would hope that cooler
heads would prevail with them and that
they would see that there's this massive
fandom that wants more of them, but who
knows what they'll do."
The filmmaker was making "Justice
League" in 2017, when he took a break to
mourn the death of his daughter Autumn.
Joss Whedon replaced him and changed
the film, a move that has been criticised by
fans. A big campaign subsequently broke
out in Snyder's support.
Los Angeles | Agencies

ollywood veteran Jane Seymour has shared her unusual
hobbies, revealing she is a keen fly fisher. "I fly-fish
enthusiastically, but not very well," Seymour said,
adding that she also likes to watch fish in their natural habitat
when she goes scuba diving.
"I love scuba diving and snorkeling through coral reefs. I
hated prawns growing up but loved to catch them. Now they're
my favourite," said the 70-year-old actress, according to a

H

reports in femalefirst.co.uk.
Seymour talked about her varied hobbies in the "25 Things
You Don't Know About Me" feature for the new issue of Us
Weekly magazine, saying she is a committed painter and has
long experimented with making her own clothes. "Art has
always been a passion. I love painting, sculpting and designing.
I used to make my own clothes and wore vintage long before it
was cool," she said. "As a child, I loved ant farms, beehives and
tadpoles. I loved science so much that I had my own microscope at seven. You know, my first boyfriend and I bonded over
stamp collecting," recalled Seymour, who is still popularly
recalled as Bond girl Solitaire in the 1973 film "Live And Let
Die", which was the late Sir Roger Moore's debut as 007.

AMY ADAMS SHARES HOW
MERYL STREEP HELPED HER
CALM DOWN ON SET
O

ABSOLUTE PIC OF THE DAY

Los Angeles | Agencies

scar winning-actress Meryl Streep taught actress Amy Adams
how to knit in an effort to calm down. The two actresses joined
hands to play nuns in the 2008 drama "Doubt", and Adams
shared Streep shared her hobby to help the "Justice League" star focus
while bonding with their movie characters, reports aceshowbiz.com.
"I learned how to knit - Meryl Streep taught me," Amy told Kelly
Clarkson on her daytime talk show.
Adams added: "She's a big knitter, she's very crafty. She did it in two
parts - to sort of create a bonding experience between our characters,
and also probably she felt sorry for me because I tend to be a bit energetic. So I'm sure she thought it was a great way for me to direct my
energy instead of just skipping around in
my (nun's) habit."
Knitting is not the only skill
Adams took from the cine icon.
Adams said: "She taught me
many things. I worked with her
and I'm still completely
enamoured by her. I always
say I carry around a little,
like, Meryl in my
heart. Whenever I'm
stuck with a tough
decision, I'm like, 'What
would Meryl do in
this situation?'
" After "Doubt",
dams reunited on
screen with Streep in
2009's criticallyacclaimed movie "Julie
& Julia" Streep won
Best Actress title at
numerous prestigious
awards including Oscar
and Golden Globes for
her portrayal of famed
chef Julia Child in the
Nora Ephron-directed
biographical movie.
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Delay in 2nd Covid
vax dose is more safe

A

team of US researchers has found
that delaying the second dose of
Covid-19 vaccines, at least for
people aged under 65, could result in
up to 20 per cent lower mortality, but
only under certain conditions.
These conditions include a one dose
vaccine effectiveness (efficacy) of 80 per
cent or higher and vaccination rates of
0.1 per cent to 0.3 per cent of the population per day, according to the study,
published by The BMJ.
If these conditions apply, the strategy
could prevent between 47 and 26
deaths per 100,000 people, respectively,
the study noted.
"Decision makers will need to consider
their local vaccination rates and weigh
the benefits of increasing these rates by
delaying a second dose versus the risks
associated with the remaining uncertainty in this strategy," write
researchers including Thomas C.
Kingsley, Assistant Professor of
Medicine at Mayo Clinic, Minnesota.
"These decisions should continue to
be re-evaluated as new data become
available," the researchers added.
Both the Pfizer and Moderna covid19 vaccines in a standard two dose
schedule are highly effective at preventing symptomatic infections and death.
But immunity worldwide remains low,
partly owing to low vaccination rates.
The longer it takes to effectively vaccinate the global population, the greater
the likely risk of vaccine resistant
strains developing. This has led to calls
to prioritise single dose vaccination for
as many people as possible, even if this
means delaying a second dose beyond
the studied time frame.
"The justification for this relies on the
assumption that meaningful protection
against Covid-19 can be achieved after
a single dose of vaccine, but this is the
subject of intense debate," the team
said.
To explore this further, they set out to
measure the impact of delayed second
dose vaccine policies on infections, hospital admissions, and deaths compared with the current on-schedule two
dose regimen. Using a simulation
model based on a "real-world" sample
population of 100,000 US adults, the
team ran a series of scenarios over a
six-month period.The results suggest
that a delayed second dose strategy is
optimal for vaccination rates at or
lower than 0.3 per cent population per
day if the vaccine efficacy from one
dose is 80 per cent or greater.

DELHI IPS OFFICER DISTRIBUTES
IMMUNITY KITS, MASKS TO
COLLEAGUES ON THE STREETS
t might not be
sufficient to
save them for
long from the
Covid-19 pandemic, but the
initiative of a senior IPS officer to
distribute immunity booster kits
among his colleagues carrying out their duties in the field
would boost their morale and help maintain law and order
in the city when the second wave of the infection is at its
peak.Joint Commissioner of Police New Delhi Range, Jaspal
Singh, took the initiative to provide a supporting hand as
most of his junior colleagues -- officers of the rank of constable and head constable-- are not well equipped with these
items.Walking the extra mile, Singh was on Thursday seen
on roads in his district range distributing immunity booster
kits comprising of Vitamin C tablets, multivitamin tablets,
Amla, N-95 masks, sanitisers and thermos bottle to the staff
of New Delhi district and those performing duties in the district.Deputy Commissioner of Police New Delhi, Eish
Singhal, said, "The endeavour is to enhance the immunity of
the staff and keep them safe amid the ongoing pandemic".With its twitter handle 'We Serve Delhi DilSe', the New
Delhi district police and Ministry of Home Affairs also
praised the efforts of its Joint Commissioner.The nearly
85,000-strong Delhi Police force maintains law and order in
the national capital. Even during the second wave of pandemic, Delhi Police personnel have been performing their
duties at the same pace as normal days at a time when venturing outdoors is considered dangerous by experts and
doctors. The present cumulative figure of the Covid infection is recorded nearly 14 lakh, including more than 20,000
deaths.India on Friday registered 3,43,144 fresh Covid-19
cases and 4,000 deaths in the past 24 hours, said Union
Health Ministry's latest report.
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A NEW BIPOLARITY IS IN THE OFFING
D.C. PATHAK
very country big or small had to choose
a side and the highly charged balance of
power made the world vulnerable to the
consequences of any local conflict or issue
possibly sparking off a clash between the two
nuclear Super Powers. The military build-up,
however, continued unabated in the quest for
a deterrent -- the US sponsored Mutual
Assured Destruction (MAD) evolving into
Strategic Defence Initiative (SDI) based on
'space missiles' in the Reagan Presidency. The
arms race left the Soviet Union with a damaged economy and this was the main reason
why the Soviet army, having invaded
Afghanistan in December 1979 for gaining a
quick geopolitical advantage over the US,
could not bear the asymmetric offensive of
the Mujahideen for long and withdrew in
defeat in 1989 causing a breakdown of the
Soviet empire itself and putting curtains on
the Cold War.
Over years the world is beginning to move
once again towards a bipolar order, of course
with a different set of paradigms. The lead
player in the Communist camp this time is
China, not Russia, since Deng Xiaoping having taken all the lessons from the collapse of
the Soviet Union -- he saw the latter becoming an oligarchy with serious economic contradictions internally --proceeded to open the
Chinese economy to global markets outside
in a highly controlled fashion and build the
new technology brought in by the success of
IT revolution that had ironically coincided
with the dismemberment of the USSR. Xi
Jinping has carried this forward but he has
also deepened the Communist hold on the
state by emphasising on 'Sinicization of
Marxism'. China has successfully pursued the
economic route to becoming a superpower -with a huge favourable balance of trade
against US and a potential for putting many
countries around it under a debt burden
through its Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).
China's strategy of restricting the influence of
India as a major Asian power is presently in
full play. The Sino-Pak military alliance sustained by CPEC and the trade relationship
with ASEAN countries fortified through the
Regional Comprehensive Economic Pact
(RCEP) are the instruments used by China to
contain India.
The advent of the Biden Presidency in the
US is setting off the process of reviving the USNATO bonds that had been weakened in the
times of Donald Trump and bracketing China
and Russia together as the adversaries of the
Cold War era. The activation of QUAD with
Japan as its anchor in the Indo-Pacific and the
participation of France in the recent naval
exercises of QUAD have impelled Russia to
firm up its axis with China for monitoring US
moves in this area and speak up against the
alleged rise of an 'Asian NATO'. India is now
an active partner in QUAD to give a message
to China that it would not only take on the latter on LAC but also join any multilateral initiatives to counter Chinese aggressiveness in
the Indo-Pacific -- that helped our strategy for
the defending Indian Ocean as well. The
depth of Indo-Russian relations -- Russia is
the largest supplier of defence equipment to
India ahead of US and Israel -- can be maintained by India as our diplomacy is in a position to convince the US that none of this
would be at the cost of American interests.
India has to project its role as a major sovereign power exercising a balancing influence
geopolitically for the cause of global peace -this can be a nuanced aspect of the 'non-

E

The Cold War that ended three decades ago, inevitably left behind a
legacy, existing even today, of a divide between the US-led West and the
residual of the world of Communism inherited by the Chinese leadership.
In the era of Cold War the world was tightly divided ideologically between
the two politico-economic camps of democracy and free market on the
one hand and the State-controlled means of production and democratic centrism, a synonym for one party rule, on the other.

aligned' approach of the past sans ideological
tints. This would be tested in our ability to
simultaneously maintain friendship with Iran,
Israel and Saudi Arabia in bilateral terms.
A new trend gone unnoticed in many quarters is that the increasing geopolitical alignments towards a bipolar world are, unlike in
the Cold War years, revolving round 'political'
opposition to the US and not the 'ideological'
contradiction between Communism and
Capitalism that had guided them earlier.
There is a notable drift of some Islamic countries towards the Communist block led by the
China-Russia combine and its allies, in consequence of the prolonged 'war on terror' that
had been launched by the US-led world coalition following 9/11. Pakistan became increasingly ambiguous about supporting the US in
countering Islamic radicals of Al QaedaTaliban axis and in the process drew international approbation for harbouring Islamic
extremists and terrorists on its soil. It invited a
clear reprimand from President Donald
Trump on this score.
Pakistan chose to strike a military alliance
with China primarily driven by its hostility
towards India on the issue of Kashmir. The
Sino-Pak collaboration is sustained by the
China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
the high investment project of China built on
the territory of POK that was ceded by
Pakistan to its new 'all weather friend'. In a situation of internal economic decline aggravated by the financial curbs imposed by the
Trump regime, Pakistan is now greatly
beholden to China for economic support. All

of this has added to Pakistan's recalcitrance
towards the US on the issue of the threat to
the latter from 'radicalisation'. It has also crystallised a group within the Organisation of
Islamic Conference (OIC) comprising
Pakistan, Turkey, Malaysia and Qatar, that
directly or indirectly supports Islamic radicals
on the ground of faith and is not with Saudi
Arabia's leadership known for its staunch
political alliance with the US.
What looks like the beginning of a revival of
the Cold War between the US and China is
this time around a geopolitical polarisation
not glued by ideology -- the Sino-Pak axis
proving this in ample measure. The alliance
between a godless Communist dictatorship
and an Islamic State endorsing faith-based
militancy rests on a political give and take
with China supporting Pakistan against India
on Kashmir and Pakistan choosing to look the
other way on China's atrocities in Xinjiang
and other Muslim areas under it. The antipathy towards US has pushed many Muslim
countries in the opposite camp while some
others like Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Nepal and
even Bangladesh seemed to be favouring a
policy of equidistance between the two rival
sides for the moment. The Sino-Pak alliance is
working for Pakistan on the Afghan issue to
the disadvantage of India and it is necessary
for us to reach out to other stakeholders in the
Afghan peace process -- particularly Russia,
Iran, Israel, Saudi Arabia and the NATO countries to pave the way for a national government, and not an Emirate, taking charge of
Afghanistan after the withdrawal of US troops

from there. Pakistan's hold on a Taliban-controlled Afghanistan will add to India's problem on the Kashmir front. India has to remain
prepared in any case to deal with some form
of coordinated aggression of Pakistan and
China on our borders.
In this developing geopolitical scenario, the
strategy of the Modi government to go in for
bilateral or even multi-sided understandings
and alliances based on mutuality of economic
and security interests and in tune with the
requirements of world peace and global harmony, has served India well. The polarisation
is ultimately between the democratic world
and the regimes run by dictators or fundamentalists and there is no doubt about which
side India will be on. While President Biden
values India as the largest democracy in the
world -- considering the latter as 'a natural
ally' of the oldest democracy of US -- some of
the European powers owing to the colonial
past might still be a little deprecatory towards
this country. India has to launch a diplomatic
mobilisation in the democratic countries
against the rise of faith-based militancy in the
Muslim world and the unholy alliance
between Pakistan and China that was supporting it.
India has to continue striving for friendly
relations with countries of South and
Southeast Asia apart from the closeness it had
developed with Saudi Arabia and UAE -- leaders of the OIC who were on the side of US and
against Islamic radicals. India can work for
multipolarity in Asia and for this it has to
build its economy, military strength and internal governance to emerge as an important
voice in international relations. We are in the
era of covert offensives, cyber attacks and
information warfare and India has to develop
its capabilities for dealing with the same. The
'jointness' among our defence services being
developed by the CDS was in evidence in the
build-up achieved by India in Ladakh recently
for the purpose of countering Chinese designs
on LAC.It is possible that due to a sense of
comfort of distance felt by the US in relation
to the threat of Al Qaeda and an accommodating attitude shown by the Biden administration towards Pakistan because of factors
relating to Afghan peace process involving
Taliban, India may not witness the kind of
convergence it expected to have with America
on these issues. This would be another reason
why India must believe in its own strength
and capabilities in dealing with its security
and economic concerns while continuing to
offer wise counsel on matters affecting global
peace and the cause of humanity. The crippling effect of the Corona pandemic at home
has put the entire energy of the government
on the domestic challenge but the country
has to keep up its guards against any external
threats to national security in the prevailing
environ.
(The writer is a former Director
Intelligence Bureau)

WITH SERIES OF SETBACKS, BJP LOSES MOMENTUM IN TELANGANA
Mohammed Shafeeq

T

he series of electoral reverses in
Telangana over last two months have
dealt a huge blow to Bhrataiya Janata
Party's ambitious 'Mission 2023' which it
had set out for itself after the victory in
Dubbak Assembly by-election and impressive performance in Greater Hyderabad
Municipal Corporation (GHMC) polls late
last year.
Despite wresting Dubbak seat from ruling Telangana Rashtra Samithi (TRS) in
November and subsequent huge gains in
GHMC, the saffron party failed to keep the
momentum going.with the TRS bouncing
back after poor performance in the two
elections, BJP suffered back-to-back
defeats in the elections to two graduates'
constituencies of Legislative Council, bypolls to Nagarjuna Sagar Assembly seat
and more recently in the polls held for
seven Urban Local Bodies (ULBs).
The BJP, which was projecting itself as
the real alternative to TRS, is suddenly
finding itself on a sticky ground with questions being raised on its capability to provide a viable alternative to the TRS.
In Legislative Council elections in
March, it lost the only seat it was holding
in the upper house of the state legislature
to TRS. The saffron party's Ramchander
Rao failed to retain MahbubnagarRangareddy-Hyderabad, losing to TRS
candidate Vani Devi, daughter of former
Prime Minister P.V. Narasimha Rao.
BJP's performance was more disastrous
in the other constituency. Its candidate
Permender Reddy finished poor fourth in
Nalgonda-Warangal-Khammam.
The stakes were high for both the TRS
and the BJP as the two MLC constituencies
were spread over 70 Assembly segments or
more than half of the total Assembly seats.
The setback hit the BJP's morale ahead
of by-election to Nagarjuna Sagar

Assembly seat. The ruling party comfortably retained the seat with its candidate
Nomula Bhagat trouncing his nearest rival
and senior Congress leader K. Jana Reddy.
Bhagat polled 89,804 votes while
Congress secured 70,932 votes. BJP's P.
Ravi Kumar got only 7,676 votes and lost
its deposit.
The humiliating defeat in the bypoll
slammed brakes on BJP's forward march.
The saffron party's worries did not end
with Nagarjuna Sagar verdict. A day after
Assembly by-election results, State
Election Commission declared the verdict
of the polls held to seven Urban Local
Bodies (ULBs) on April 30.
The TRS swept the polls to bag both
Greater Warangal Municipal Corporation
and Khammam Municipal Corporation
and all five municipalities. TRS won 181
out of 248 wards in all seven ULBs. While
Congress secured 29 wards, BJP finished
third with 15 wards.According to political
analyst Palwai Raghavendra Reddy, after
the victory in Dubbak by-polls, BJP presumed people of Telangana were fast
switching over to the saffron party. "They
imagined that KCR will now find it difficult
to win back the trust of people in the State.

This hope of their further strengthened
when BJP performed better than expected
in the GHMC elections, where the voter
was divided on religious grounds.
However, the subsequent results in MLC
elections, Nagarjuna Sagar by-polls, and
elections to the seven Urban Local Bodies,
suggest that BJP underestimated
KCR/TRS. The Pink brigade not just
bounced back in these recent elections,
but also consolidated its position as the
numerouno party in Telangana," he said.
He believes that like in any other State
or in any other times, there is discontentment among the people of Telangana over
the mismatch between expectations and
governance but this gap is probably not
wide enough to assume KCR-era would
end sometime soon.
"Additionally, BJP does not have a credible counter-argument to take on KCR.
Depending on religious propaganda alone
might not help the saffron party win in a
State like Telangana," he said.
The analyst is also of the view emerging
political scenario in India's youngest State
is not in favour of BJP. "While, Modi is
being questioned for poor performance to
arrest Covid-19 pandemic; deep-rooted

Congress is not a pushover in Telangana.
And now, the possibility of Etela Rajendra
starting a new political outfit will only
divide anti-KCR vote further, helping TRS
prospects in 2023 elections to the State
Assembly."
BJP has had mixed fortunes in
Telangana since it became a separate state
in 2014. The party had bagged five seats in
Telangana in 2014 polls held before bifurcation of Andhra Pradesh.Despite all the
efforts by BJP leadership to strengthen the
party in Telangana, it bagged just one seat
in 119-member Assembly in 2018 polls.
However, 2019 Lok Sabha polls came as
a dramatic turn in the party's fortunes in
the state. The party put up its best ever
performance to win four out of 17 Lok
Sabha seats. It not only retained one seat
but wrested three seats from TRS. In
Nizamabad, BJP's D. Arvind defeated K.
Kavitha, daughter of Chief Minister K.
Chandrasekhar Rao.
This performance raised new hopes
among BJP of consolidating itself in the
state. The party leadership started looking
at Telangana as its second gateway in the
south after Karnataka.The saffron party
started working for 'Mission 2023' to come
to power in the state in the next elections.
Though TRS swept rural and urban
local body polls held after Lok Sabha elections, the victory in Dubbak by-election
gave a boost to the BJP. The party leadership suddenly started focusing on the
state. In a move to consolidate itself and
build on the success in Dubak, BJP roped
in its top leaders including union home
minister Amit Shah and party national
president J.P. Nadda for its campaign in
GHMC polls.
The high-pitched campaign paid rich
dividends as the party bagged 48 seats in
150-member GHMC. It was a huge jump
in its strength from just four seats it won
in 2016.
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JOE BIDEN REACHES OUT TO ISRAELI,
PALESTINIAN LEADERS AMID CONFLICT
Washington|Agencies

U

S President Joe Biden expressed concerns about the escalating conflict in
the Gaza Strip in separate phone calls
with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu and Palestinian President
Mahmoud Abbas.
During his call with Netanyahu, Biden on
Saturday voiced concerns about violent confrontations in the West Bank and "shared his
grave concern about the intercommunal violence across Israel", Xinhua news agency
quoted a White House readout of the conversation.
He also raised concerns about "the safety
and security of journalists and reinforced the
need to ensure their protection", likely referring to an airstrike carried out by the Israeli
military earlier in the day that destroyed a
building housing international news organizations in Gaza. Meanwhile, Biden "reaffirmed his strong support for Israel's right to
defend itself against rocket attacks from
Hamas and other terrorist groups in Gaza",
said the readout.
Biden also held his first phone conversation with Abbas since he took office in
January, in which he conveyed Washington's
"commitment to strengthening the US-

Palestinian partnership".
The two leaders discussed current tensions
in Jerusalem and the West Bank and
expressed their shared concern about the loss
of civilian life in the ongoing violence, the
White House said in a separate readout.
Biden emphasized to Abbas the need for
Hamas to halt firing rockets into Israel.

IS claims responsibility
for Kabul mosque attack
 In a statement
released late
Saturday via the
Nashir News
Agency, which publishes the terror
group's official propaganda, accused the
imam, identified as
Mohammad Numan,
of encouraging the
fight against jihadis,
reports dpa news
agency.
Kabul|Agencies

T

he Islamic State (IS) terror group has claimed
responsibility for a blast
at a mosque in Kabul that
killed at least 12 people,
including the imam.
In a statement released
late Saturday via the Nashir
News Agency, which publishes the terror group's official
propaganda, accused the
imam, identified as
Mohammad Numan, of
encouraging the fight against
jihadis, reports dpa news
agency. "Soldiers of the

caliphate" had planted an
explosive device in the
mosque, said the
statement.The authenticity of
the statement could not be
independently verified.
At least 15 others were
wounded in the attack in
Kabul province's Shakar Dara
district during the Eid-ul Fitr
festival to mark the end of
Ramadan on Friday, according to Afghan security officials.The attack took place as
the Afghan government and
the Taliban were holding a
ceasefire for the Islamic Eid
holidays.The ceasefire ended
at midnight on Saturday.The
IS has recently lost territory,
leaders and other fighters in
Afghanistan. In addition to
the Afghan government, the
Taliban are also fighting the
extremists.

He voiced his support for the two-state
solution in speaking with both leaders.
The phone calls came amid escalating violence between the Israeli security forces and
Palestinian militants.Israeli fighter jets on
Saturday bombed and demolished Jala Tower,
a high-rise building in Gaza City housing AlJazeera TV and Associated Press (AP) offices,

German Chancellor candidate says
husband will mind the kids if she wins
 "My husband takes on full
responsibility and work at
home. He has already reduced
his working hours over the
past few years because I
often leave the house early in
the morning and come home
at night."
Berlin|Agencies

A

nnalenaBaerbock, the Green
party's candidate for Chancellor in
Germany's upcoming federal election, has said her husband will take care
of their children if she wins.
"The responsibility of the Chancellor's
office means being available day and
night. I will be able to do that because
my husband would take full parental
leave (should she become Chancellor),"
dpa news agency quoted the 40-year-old
as saying on Sunday to the Bild am
Sonntag newspaper.
The Green party leader and her husband Daniel Holefleisch have two
daughters aged five and nine.Baerbock
emphasized that her partner was
already responsible for the girls'
upbringing and for the housework.
"My husband takes on full responsibility and work at home. He has already

reduced his working hours over the past
few years because I often leave the
house early in the morning and come
home at night."
In the final phase of the election campaign, her husband plans to stay at
home entirely from "also to be there as a
father when our younger daughter starts
school", she added.
According to Baerbock, her husband
had the right to veto her decision to run
for Chancellor, "because it all changes

Egypt starts expanding Suez
Canal's southern stretch
Cairo:|Agencies

gypt has started dredging works to
expand the Suez Canal's southern
section aimed at allowing two-way
traffic in the vital waterway, authorities
said. The Suez Canal Authority (SCA)
announced Saturday that the dredging is
part of a project to develop the southern
entrance of the Suez Canal, Xinhua
news agency.
SCA Chairman Osama Rabie said in
the statement that the project is a continuation of developing the waterway
that began with the opening of the new
Suez Canal in 2015, adding that dredging works will take place in several
stages. The project, Rabie said, is expected to raise the efficiency of the canal and
reduce the transit time for ships, in addition to increasing the safety of naviga-

as well as residential apartments.
The building "contained military assets
belonging to the intelligence offices of
Hamas", said an Israeli military spokesperson
in a statement.
AP President and CEO Gary Pruitt said ithat
"we are shocked and horrified that the Israeli
military would target and destroy the building
housing AP's bureau and other news organizations in Gaza".
"We narrowly avoided a terrible loss of life,"
he said."A dozen AP journalists and freelancers were inside the building and thankfully we were able to evacuate them in time."
The ongoing conflict was the worst violence
between Israel and the besieged Palestinian
enclave since 2014.Militant groups in Gaza
continued firing barrages of rockets targeting
cities in northern, central and southern Israel.
A spokesperson of the Israeli army said that
more than 200 rockets were fired from Gaza at
Israel in the last 12 hours, while the overall
number since Monday increased to over
1,800.Meanwhile, the Health Ministry in Gaza
said that since Monday more than 140
Palestinians have been killed, including 40
children and 20 women, and about 1,000 others injured. The rocket attacks have also killed
at least nine Israelis and wounded 200 others
so far.

E

tion in the southern section.Last week,
President Abdel-Fattah al-Sisi approved
the SCA's plan to expand and deepen
the southern stretch of the Suez Canal.
The project, to be completed in two
years, will widen and deepen 40 km of
the waterway, including the part where
a container ship Ever Given became
jammed and blocked traffic for six days
in March. The SCA will also widen the

30 km southern stretch of the waterway
between the city of Suez and the Bitter
Lakes area by 40 metres, and deepen
that section from 20 to 21 metres.
Linking the Mediterranean Sea with
the Red Sea, the Suez Canal is a major
lifeline for global seaborne trade since it
allows ships to travel between Europe
and South Asia without navigating
around Africa, thereby reducing the sea
voyage distance between Europe and
India by about 7,000 km.Some 12 per
cent of the world trade volume passes
through the Suez Canal.
At least 18,840 ships passed through
the canal last year.The Suez Canal provides one of Egypt's main sources of
income, alongside tourism and remittances from expatriates. Revenue from
the waterway reached $5.6 billion last
year.

our entire family life".
Holefleisch currently works as a lobbyist for Germany's mail service,
Deutsche Post.Should she become
chancellor or get a seat in the federal
cabinet after the federal election at the
end of September, he is likely to change
jobs, Baerbock said.
"If I accept a government position, it
is very clear that my husband will not
continue his work there."

Massive turnout for pro-Palestinian
protest in Paris despite ban
 People demonstrated in the
capital to mark
Nakba Day, especially in Paris'
18th district,
where the police
had previously
ordered shopkeepers to close
their businesses.
Paris|Agencies

D

espite a ban, tens of
thousands of people
gathered in Paris for a
pro-Palestinian demonstration, during which police
used tear gas and water cannon to try to disperse the
demonstrators.
Around 4,200 police offi-

cers were deployed in the
French capital ahead of the
protest on Saturday afternoon, dpa news agency quoted Franceinfo as saying in a
report. By 7 p.m., 44 people
had been arrested, and one
policeman was injured,
according to thorities.People
demonstrated in the capital
to mark Nakba Day, especially in Paris' 18th district,
where the police had previously ordered shopkeepers to
close their businesses.
According to the Ministry
of the Interior, between 2,500
and 3,500 people took to the
streets in Paris, French media
reported.According to official
figures, around 22,000 people
demonstrated throughout
France.There were also
demonstrations in cities like
Bordeaux, Lille, Lyon and
Strasbourg.

US nurses' union condemns CDC's advice to go maskless
Washington|Agencies

T

he US' union of registered nurses condemned the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) for
lifting mask recommendations for vaccinated people in
the country, stating that it would jeopardise the health of
frontline workers, the media reported.
The CDC recommendation "is not based on science" and
it would jeopardise the health of frontline workers and the
general public, Bonnie Castillo, a registered nurse and executive director of the union, National Nurses United, was
quoted as saying by the New York Times on Saturday.
"This is a huge blow to our efforts at confronting this virus
and the pandemic," said Castillo, adding that there still
remain people who have not yet been vaccinated."The mask
is another lifesaving layer of protection for workers."Since
Covid vaccine distribution began in the US on December 14,
2020, more than 268 million doses have been administered.Over 120 million people have been fully vaccinated.

The CDC, while introducing the new recommendations,
also cited two recent scientific findings: few vaccinated people become infected with the virus, and transmission seems

rarer still; and the vaccines appear to be effective against all
known variants of the coronavirus. However, the union
noted that more than 35,000 new cases of coronavirus are
being reported and over 600 people are dying each day, the
report said.
"Now is not the time to relax protective measures, and we
are outraged that the CDC has done just that while we are
still in the midst of the deadliest pandemic in a century,"
Castillo said.Businesses large and small are also grappling
with how to adapt to the CDC's surprise guidance.
Some of the nation's largest retailers said that they have
no immediate plans to change their policies and would continue requiring both customers and workers to wear masks
on the premises, according to local media reports.Other
businesses said they are re-evaluating their protocols.
Walt Disney World located in Orlando, Florida announced
on Friday that masks and face coverings for guests would be
"optional in outdoor common areas" at the resort starting on
Saturday.
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ISRAEL WILL PURSUE HAMAS AS
LONG AS NECESSARY: NETANYAHU

Tel Aviv:Hamas continued to attack Israel with rockets
on Sunday and the Israeli army struck back with force as
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu vowed to pursue the
Palestinian militant group for as long as necessary.
"Fire will be met with fire," Netanyahu said in a video
address late Saturday night.
"This (military) operation will continue as long as it takes
until we achieve our goals and bring peace and security to
all Israeli citizens," the Jerusalem Post quoted the Prime
Minister as saying.
Israel's security cabinet is set to meet on Sunday, dpa
news agency quoted the Jerusalem Post as saying.
Rockets fired by militant Palestinians continued to rain
on Israeli cities on Saturday, while warning sirens wailed in
the desert city of Beersheba and in border areas near Gaza,
the Army said.Alarms also went off several times in Tel
Aviv, with the latest alarm triggered in the Israeli coastal
metropolis late Saturday. At least one person was killed in a
rocket attack on the greater Tel Aviv area on Saturday.
The Israeli Army attacked further targets on Palestinian
territory, including rocket launchers and two combat units
belonging to the Hamas movement.
The air force destroyed a high-rise in the Gaza Strip that
housed the offices of several media organizations, the military said.The military said the building also contained "military assets" belonging to the Hamas movement, adding it
had warned civilians ahead of the strike and left them time
to evacuate."This is an incredibly disturbing development,"
Associated Press (AP) chief Gary Pruitt said in New York.
"We narrowly avoided a terrible loss of life."
The news agency had been informed in advance of the
airstrike on the high-rise, he said.A dozen AP journalists
and freelancers were pulled to safety in time, he added.
Pruitt said he was "shocked and horrified" that the Israeli
military destroyed a building with media offices. He said
the world would now know less about what is happening in
Gaza.Qatari broadcaster Al Jazeera said it too had its office
in the high-rise. After the attack, the fifth high-rise
destroyed by Israeli airstrikes in the current conflict, a
spokesperson for Hamas said Tel Aviv should prepare for
an "answer that will shake the earth".The Israeli army said
it had targeted the house of Khalil al-Hayya, deputy head of
the Hamas political bureau, and other ranking officials.
According to the Health Ministry in Gaza, about 145
Palestinians have been killed and 1,100 injured since fighting escalated on Monday.According to the Magen David
Adom rescue service, 10 people were killed and 636 injured
in Israel as a result of the rocket fire over the past few days.
Palestinian militants have been continuously firing rockets at Israel since tensions first flared up on May 10.
More than 2,300 have been fired, according to Israel's
Army, although about 20 per cent go down over Gaza without reaching Israeli territory.Israel has responded with
airstrikes and artillery shelling, striking more than 650 targets, according to an officer.
Civil unrest has also been mounting between in Israel's
Jewish and Arab populations, with protests and riots
reported.According to the Palestinian Health Ministry, at
least nine people died in clashes in the West Bank and 21
were severely injured.Rising tension first came to a head
during the Muslim fasting month of Ramadan, with clashes
at a Jerusalem holy site as well as over the forced evictions
of Palestinians in the East Jerusalem neighbourhood of
Sheikh Jarrah.

REPORTER SENTENCED TO
PRISON IN BELARUS
Minsk: A correspondent for Deutsche Welle has been
sentenced to 20 days in prison in Belarus, the German
broadcaster said.
Alexander Burakov had wanted to report on a trial of
opposition politicians who had been accused of participating in "mass unrest", dpa news agency quoted Deutsche
Welle as saying in a statement on Saturday.According to
the statement, the freelance journalist was detained in the
city of Mogilev, east of the capital Minsk, while he was waiting outside the courthouse with other media representatives.A court ruled that Burakov was guilty of "repeated
participation in a non-authorised event", Deutsche Welle
said.
Burakov already spent 10 days in prison last year for his
reporting.Deutsche Welle sharply criticized the
sentence.Classifying a group of journalists outside a courthouse as a "forbidden event" was a further step by the
regime under Alexander Lukashenko to suppress media
reports, the broadcaster said."We call on the authorities in
Belarus to immediately suspend the sentence," said director Peter Limbourg.Burakov has gone on hunger strike to
protest the sentence, Deutsche Welle said. During the
hearing, he said he was tortured and treated inhumanely in
custody.He was repeatedly woken up during the night and
forced to strip naked.The human rights group Viasna said
that two other journalists were also sentenced to prison for
multiple days on Saturday.Since mass protests against the
re-election of long-time ruler Lukashenko broke out last
year, authorities have cracked down more and more on the
media.At the peak of the demonstrations, hundreds of
thousands of people protested against the election result,
which is widely seen as having been rigged.

PRO-PALESTINIAN PROTESTS
HELD IN MAJOR US CITIES
Washington:Demonstrators took to streets across a
number of major US cities, demanding an end to the escalating violence between Israel and Hamas militants in the
Gaza Strip. In the capital Washington, DC, hundreds took
part in pro-Palestinian protests on Saturday, marching
from the Washington Monument to the US Capitol, reports
Xinhua news agency.Also on Saturday, thousands of people rallied in Los Angeles in support of Palestinians.
Local media said a handful of pro-Israel counter-protesters also gathered, and police officers kept the groups separated.A demonstration that started in a neighbourhood in
the Bay Ridge, Brooklyn, which has a large Arabic-speaking
community, continued through the streets for several
hours on Saturday afternoon, said an ABC News report.In
San Francisco, a raucous crowd banged drums and yelled
"Palestine will be free" as they marched across the Mission
district to Dolores Park, the report said, adding that proPalestinian demonstrations were also held in Boston,
Philadelphia, Atlanta and some other US cities.
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IGA DEMOLISHES KAROLINA TO
CAPTURE ROME OPEN TITLE
World No.15 from Iga
Swiatek of Poland was
in ruthless form as she
routed No. 9 seed
Karolina Pliskova of the
Czech Republic 6-0, 6-0
in just 46 minutes to
clinch the Italian Open
title here on Sunday.
Rome|Agencies

I

ga, 19, dropped just 13
points in all -- four in the
first set and nine in the second -- and faced only four
game points against her.
This was the Polish player's
third career title following the

French Open last year and the
Adelaide title in February.
Iga raced out of the blocks and
never let up, striking 17 winners to
only five unforced errors in the
match. By contrast, a slow-starting
Karolina served two double faults
in each of her first two service
games, and did not find a winner

until she was set point down after
19 minutes.
Iga's combination of heavy spin
and pace allowed her to exploit
Karolina's movement throughout
the match, and she sealed victory
as the Czech sent a forehand
wide.
The result on Sunday ensured

Indian teams for World Jr Tennis
Asia/Oceania final qualifiers named

Pak tearaway Akhtar had threatened
me with deadly beamer: Uthappa
Team Absolute|New Delhi

F

ormer India cricketer
Robin Uthappa has said
that retired Pakistani
express bowler Shoaib Akhtar
had threatened him with a
"deadly beamer" during the
2007 One-day International
series.Recalling the incident,
which happened ahead of
the fourth ODI in Gwalior in
November, Uthappa said that
Akhtar met him during dinner on the eve of the match.
"I remember we all were
having dinner together.
Shoaib bhai was there as
well. He came to me and said
'Robin, well played [in the
first ODI in Guwahati]. Good
game'. And then he said, 'one
more thing: you walked out
and hit me. If you do that
again, even I don't know
what will happen. You might
get a beamer directed at your
head'. After that, I didn't even
dare walk out to him,"
Uthappa told YouTube channel 'Wake Up With Sorabh'
on Sunday.Uthappa recollected the sequence of events

that Iga would break into the top10 for the first time when the WTA
rankings are released on Monday.
It was the first-ever double
bagel to decide the Rome title,
and the most one-sided Italian
Open final since 1983, when
Hungarian Andrea Temesvari
defeated American Bonnie
Gadusek 6-1, 6-0.
The last double bagel in a WTA
final was Romanian Simona
Halep's victory over Latvia's
Anastasija Sevastova at Bucharest
2016.
Iga had never before scored a
double bagel win at the pro level,
though she had notably defeated
Karolina's twin sister Kristyna 6-0,
6-1 to reach her first WTA final in
Lugano 2019.
For Karolina, it is just the second time in her career that she
has failed to win a game in a completed match, following her 0-6, 06 loss as a 17-year-old to Poland's
Anna Korzeniak in the 2009
Latina-Nascosa ITF $10K
quarter-finals.

Mektic-Pavic clinch
Italian Open doubles title

Team Absolute|New Delhi
Rome|Agencies

I

ndian boys' and girls' teams for next
month's ITF World Junior Tennis
Competition Asia/Oceania final qualifying round have been selected, but there is
some uncertainty around the competition
due to the raging Covid-19 pandemic.
The flights are not taking off from India
due to the pandemic, and securing visas for
Kazakhstan could also become an issue. "No
flight is departing [from India] and we are
still to receive visas. The original plan for the
teams' departure is June 5. Let us see," said a
source.
The competition is scheduled to take
place at the National Tennis Centre in Nur
Sultan, Kazakhstan, from June 14-19.
The All India Tennis Association junior
selection committee met virtually on May 13
to select the teams.

T
Teams:
Boys: Rethin Pranav RS, Kriish Ajay Tyagi,
Tejas Ahuja, and Samprit Sharma.
Non-playing captain: Sajid Lodi
Girls: Samiksha Dabas, Riya Sachdeva,
Raja Sarvagnya Kilaru, and Thaniya Saran
Gogulamanda. Non-playing captain: Shalini
Thakur Chawla

WRESTLER SONAM STILL NOT FULLY
FIT FOR WORLD RANKING SERIES
New Delhi: Olympic Gamesbound teenage wrestler
Sonam Malik is recovering fast
from a knee injury she sustained during Asian Olympic
qualifier in Almaty last month.
She would, however, skip next
month's World Ranking Series
in Poland as she is yet to
resume proper training, said
her coach on Sunday.
"I believe she has recovered
80 per cent from the injury. But it will take another 15-20 days
for her to resume proper training on the mat. We have a
physio who is working on her rehabilitation. Though she isn't
doing mat training, she is following a different schedule to
strengthen her core and upper body muscles," coach Ajmer
Singh told IANS.During the Asian Olympic qualifying tournament, held last month in Almaty, finalists in each of the
weight categories were allotted Olympic quota places.
Sonam, 18, won the quota by entering the gold medal
round in women's 62kg freestyle event. But the Haryana
wrestler withdrew from the final as she had got injured in her
semi-final bout."The next two weeks are crucial for us. The
feedback from the physio will be important to start preparation for the Tokyo Olympics," said Singh.
Sonam's recuperating power is good, he said. "She has
made good progress in the last three weeks. We are hopeful
she would be 100 per cent fit by the end of this month and
then we would focus on our preparation for the Olympic
Games."Eight Indian wrestlers, including four women, have
won Olympic quota places.

he second-seeded
Croats Nikola Mektic
and Mate Pavic on
Sunday powered their way to
their sixth Italian Open trophy, overcoming a tough
challenge from fifth-seeded
Rajeev Ram of the USA and
Briton Joe Salisbury before
winning the men's doubles
final 6-4, 7-6(4).
This was the Croatians'
third ATP Masters 1000
crown of the season, won in
84 minutes."It feels great and
we're very happy with the
way we played the whole
tournament," said Pavic.

IPL HELPED GET MY RHYTHM BACK
AFTER INJURY LAYOFF: SHAMI
New Delhi: India pace bowler
Mohammed Shami has said
that the Indian Premier
League (IPL) helped him get
his "rhythm back" after a long
injury layoff.Shami was hit on
the elbow by a delivery from
Australian fast bowler Pat
Cummins while batting during
the opening Test in Adelaide in
December. He was ruled out of
the rest of the series as well as the home England series that
followed."The experience over the years has helped me
learn to look after my body. I know how much training is
needed, how to keep myself hydrated etc -- all these factors
must have also helped," Shami told Gulf News.On his
return to action after four months, Shami did well for
Punjab Kings in IPL14, picking up eight wickets in as many
matches.Shami is looking forward to the World Test
Championship (WTC) final against New Zealand next
month in England and the five-match Test series against
host England in August-September. Asked what his strategy
would be during the gruelling series in England, the 30year-old said, "I do not believe in overthinking about what
my approach will be. I found my rhthym back in the IPL
and the rest, of course, depends on the conditions."Shami,
who is now 20 wickets shy of becoming the fifth India pacer
to reach 200 wickets in Test matches, after Kapil Dev,
Javagal Srinath, Zaheer Khan and Ishant Sharma, said he is
not setting any targets on the England tour."No point in
planning. Who would have thought the pandemic would
virtually destroy two years of our lives? I prefer to take it by
each series or tournament as the case may be."

"We didn't drop a set, so it
showed how well we played
throughout the week. It was a
tough match. There were
only a couple of chances in
the first set before it became
tighter in the second set from
6-0 to 6-4 [in the tie-break]. I
hope we can keep going," he
said.Mektic praised partner
Pavic."Pavic hit some good

returns in the tie-break. It
was a tough second set and
we struggled with the return,
as this court [Foro Italico] is a
little faster than the other
courts. It's been an amazing
year, but we expected to do
well [at the start of the year],"
he said. Mektic and Pavic,
who follow into the footsteps
of compatriot Goran
Ivanisevic, who won the 1991
Rome doubles title with
Italian Omar Camporese, are
now 6-2 in 2021 championship matches.
Ram and Salisbury had
lost to Mektic and Pavic 6-3,
7-6(5) in the Miami Open
semi-finals last month.

that led Akhtar to issue the
warning.
"We were playing a game
in Guwahati. And since it's in
the east of India, it gets dark
there early. Back then, we did
not have two new balls [for
ODIs]. After 34 overs, we
used to get a ball that used to
be 24 overs old but slightly
better," he said.
As India closed in on a
win, Uthappa and Irfan
Pathan wer at the cease.
"Shoaib was bowling and
Irfan and I were batting. I
think we needed 12 to win off
25 balls or something like
that. I remember he [Akhtar]
bowled a yorker to me. I
missed it from the arm and
only saw it coming straight
into the blockhole," said
Uthappa.
"I stopped the ball dead
there. That was 154 [kmph]
something. The next ball was
a low full toss and I hit the
ball for four. So, after that, we
needed three or four runs to
win and I told myself, 'Man, I
have to walk out to Shoaib
Akhtar and hit him.

N KOREA WITHDRAW FROM WORLD
CUP FOOTBALL QUALIFIERS

Pyongyang:
The Asian
Football
Confederation
(AFC) on
Sunday confirmed the
withdrawal of
North Korea from the Asian qualifiers for the 2022 FIFA
World Cup and the 2023 AFC Asian Cup.In a brief statement, the AFC said the matter will be referred to the
organising committee for FIFA competitions, and that further details on the standings of the Asian qualifying Group
H, which includes North Korea, will be announced in due
course, reports Xinhua. Prior to their withdrawal, North
Korea ranked fourth in Group H after five matches, just
one point behind group leaders Turkmenistan. The group
also includes South Korea, Lebanon and Sri Lanka. The
group's remaining matches will be played in South Korea
in a centralised manner in June.The move comes after
North Korea said in April that it would not participate in
the Tokyo Olympic Games this July-August due to concerns over the Covid-19 pandemic.

Lewandowski equals legend
Muller's 40-goal record
Berlin|Agencies

A

touching gesture followed the 40th goal of
this season of Bayern
Munich striker Robert
Lewandowski in their 2-2
Bundesliga draw against SC
Freiburg.
After having equalled the
49-year-old Bundesliga
record of legendary
German striker Gerd
Muller, the 32-year-old Pole
lifted his playing shirt
showing an undershirt with
a print of Muller's face and
the written message: "4ever
Gerd", reports Xinhua.
Bayern's entire squad
lined up along the side-line
to cheer Lewandowski after
his opening goal in the 26th
minute. With a bright smile
on his face, the Bayern
striker went through the
guard of honour, receiving
his teammates' congratulations."I achieved a goal that

once seemed impossible to
imagine. I'm so unbelievably proud to make history
for FC Bayern and to play a
part in creating the stories
that fans will tell their children -- following in the
footsteps of legends like
Gerd Muller," Lewandowski
wrote on social media.

"It's a great honour for
me. What Gerd Muller did
was incredible," he said in a
TV interview.
Muller's record of 40
goals in 34 matches was set
in the 1971-72 season. He is
the all-time leading goal
scorer of the German
league.

The former German
international's feat for
decades appeared
untouchable. Sixty-eight
goals in 62 internationals
also make him the German
national team's secondhighest scorer behind
Miroslav Klose (71 in 137
games).
Muller won the
Bundesliga's top scorer
award seven times during
his Bayern career, which
lasted from 1964 to 1979.
With 365 goals in 427
games, he is the most prolific striker in Bundesliga
history.
Fans named Muller "Der
Bomber" for his goalscoring
exploits.
With 278 goals in 349
games, Lewandowski is second on the all-time list, so
breaking another longstanding Muller record
could be the next challenge
for the Poland captain.

Race for Olympics: Lockdown in
'India women's cricket team to Bengaluru
hits swimmer Nataraj hard
tour Australia in September'
Team Absolute|New Delhi

Sydney|Agencies

I

ndia women to tour
Australia for a bilateral
series in September,
Australia fast bowler Megan
Schutt has said. Interestingly,
neither the Indian cricket
board nor Cricket Australia
(CA) has made an official
announcement on the tour
that was postponed in
December due to the raging
Covid-19 pandemic.
"We have got a tour against
India in mid-September,"
Megan said on No Balls: The
Cricket Podcast, hosted by
Kate Cross and Alex Hartley.
"So, there's a couple of

camps. I believe we are doing
one in Darwin, which will be
really cool...and then the tour
against India. And then pretty much from there things get
crazy with Big Bash, WNCL,
Ashes, World Cup, and,
hopefully, the
Commonwealth Games."
Originally comprising
three ODIs and slated for
January this year, the tour
was officially postponed in
December due to the Covid19 pandemic. A report on the
CA website at the time said
the series, rescheduled for
the 2021-22 season, would be
expanded to include three
T20Is.

A

second lockdown imposed by the
Karnataka government to contain the
spread of coronavirus has prevented
Srihari Nataraj, Indian national record holder
in mens 100 metres backstroke, from training
in the pool for a week."I've not trained in the
pool for almost a week. The state government
hasn't given permission to open swimming
pools, even for the elite swimmers. Without
training in an Olympic size 50 metres pool it is
not possible to perform well in competitions,"
Nataraj told IANS from Bengaluru.
Last month Nataraj, 20, broke the national
100m backstroke record twice during the
Uzbekistan Open Swimming Championships
in Tashkent. But his national record of 54.07
seconds fell short of Olympic A qualification
time of 53.85 seconds.
Natraj is among six Indian swimmers who
have achieved Olympic B qualification mark
in their respective events for the Tokyo

Olympic Games. As per rules, only A qualification guarantees automatic berth.
Despite assurance from the state sports
minister, there is no information regarding
reopening of swimming facilities in the state,
said a swimming coach."Despite the fact the
deadline to achieve A qualification time for
swimmers to compete at the Olympics is June
27, elite Indian swimmers are struggling to
practice. With no support from the local government it has become impossible to practice
on a regular basis," pointed out the coach.The
Olympics are scheduled to start on July 23.

business

MADRAS HC'S INTERVENTION SOUGHT TO
PROHIBIT NSE CO-LOCATION SERVICES
ties offered by NSE were illegal and also provided preferential access to few brokers
against the market at large.The petition also
sought to challenge the vires and
the constitutional
validity of
the

The National Stock Exchange of India (NSE) should be prohibited from providing the co-location facility that has already been
considered as discriminatory by various authorities, including
the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), according to
a petition filed in the Madurai Bench of Madras High Court.
Team Absolute|Chennai
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public interest litigation has been filed
recently in the Madras High Court bench
at Madurai to seek the court's prompt
intervention on the SEBI's gross failure
in prohibiting this assault on the integrity
of the Indian stock market and its continued facilitation till date."The NSE co-location services are
illegal and Ultra Vires the Constitution as well as
against the fundamental principles of transparent
price discovery and equal market opportunity,"
said the petition.
Notably, various investigative and forensic studies conducted by SEBI's Technical Advisory
Committee (TAC), Deloitte, and EY unanimously
concluded that the Co-location service of NSE was
prone to manipulation and market abuse and there
has been preferential access given to a select few
brokers over the entire industry, according to the
petition.The NSE introduced its paid 'Co-location
facility' to a select group of brokers/trading members in 2009. Co-location allows stockbrokers to
place their servers and systems in the racks
assigned within the exchange premises near the
primary servers of the NSE in order to have a low
latency connection to the exchange.
M.R. Venkatesh, the counsel for the PIL, pointed
out that the Co-location facility per se is discriminatory as the brokers availing co-location facility
get preferential access to the price gaining advantage over others. Further, the brokers availing colocation facility have an entire view of the pending
orders along with the price (TBT) which helps them

view the entire market
depth as opposed to
common retail
investors. The
brokers

availing co-location facility have a preference to
push more orders to the exchange thereby enabling
them to take advantage of the preferential price
access.
"The NSE played fast on the entire industry,
including the SEBI, by introducing co-location in
2009, and that too without any regulatory approval.
Instead of arresting the crime, the SEBI has bent
backward and allowed the criminality," said
Ventakesh.
Further, the SEBI's orders of April 30, 2019, levied
penalties on NSE (Rs 624.89 crore with interest at
12 per cent per annum from April 1, 2014, which
comes to around Rs 1000 crore, and also its personnel thereby confirming that the Co-location facili-

SEBI circular of May 13, 2015, permitting stock
exchanges like NSE to offer Co-location facility to
market participants, and consequently all its subsequent circulars in this regard as it violates fundamental principles of equality as enshrined under
Article 14 of the constitution.
The petition also sought an order of stay against
NSE from providing co-location services as it has
already been declared discriminatory and arbitrary
and declare the May 2015 SEBI circular as unconstitutional and ultra-vires the SEBI Act, 1992 and
the Regulation 41(2) of the SECC Regulations and
quash the same and consequentially direct SEBI to
permanently suspend the co-location services
offered by NSE, Venkatesh added.

Petrol prices in some states, including Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, and in
few places in Maharashtra have breached the Rs 100 per litre mark while
premium petrol has been hovering above that level for some time now.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

P

etrol and diesel
prices have increased
across the four metros on Sunday after a
pause for a day.In the
national capital, petrol
price increased 24 paise to
Rs 92.58 per litre, up 24
paise from the previous
level. Similarly, the price of
diesel rose 27 paise to Rs
83.22 a litre.
In Mumbai, Chennai
and Kolkata, petrol price
increased to Rs 98.88, Rs
92.67 and Rs 94.31 per litre,
respectively, and that of
diesel was at Rs 90.40, Rs
86.06 and Rs 88.07 per
litre.Petrol prices in some
states, including Rajasthan,
Madhya Pradesh, and in
few places in Maharashtra
have breached the Rs 100
per litre mark while premi-

um petrol has been hovering above that level for
some time now.Fuel prices
increased on four of the six
days from Monday to
Wednesday, pausing on
Thursday and again rising
on Friday before a pause
again on Saturday.
Prior to holding back
auto fuel prices on

Saturday and Sunday last
week, its pump rates had
also increased sharply on
previous four days as well.
Petrol prices have
increased by Rs 2.03 a litre
in Delhi in May in the nine
increases so far. Similarly,
diesel prices have risen by
Rs 2.49 per litre in capital
this month.

INDIA IMPORTS $6.2BN GOLD IN APRIL

New Delhi: India's gold imports in April stood at
$6.2 billion on the back of strong consumer
demand.During the same period last year gold
imports stood at just $2.83 million on account of the
nationwide lockdown.The surge in gold imports
pushed India's trade deficit to $15.1 billion in April
2021 as against $6.76 billion a year ago.However, silver imports last month declined as per Commerce
Ministry data. Silver worth $11.90 million was
imported during the period under review, down from $103.75 million in April last
year.India's merchandise imports grew in April 2021, rising to $45.72 billion, with an
increase of 167.05 per cent over $17.12 billion in April 2020.Exports grew to $30.63 billion,
higher by 195.72 per cent over the $10.36 billion reported in April 2020.

AIRTEL ANNOUNCES BENEFITS
FOR LOW-INCOME CUSTOMERS
AMID COVID CRISIS

Indian Railways have started
its journey by providing Wi-Fi
facility at 1st Railway station
Mumbai in January 2016.
Thereafter, provided 5,000th
Railway station, at Midanpore
in West Bengal and reached
6,000th Railway station in
Hazaribagh on Saturday.

FPIS PULL OUT RS 6,427 CR
FROM INDIAN EQUITIES
Team Absolute|Mumbai
Team Absolute|New Delhi
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Petrol, diesel prices rise again on Sunday

Indian Railway commissions
Wi-Fi at 6,000th railway station

oreign portfolio investors (FPI) continue to pull out
investments from the Indian equities amid the severe
Covid crisis and the lockdowns across states.So far in
May, FPIs have pulled out a net investment of Rs 6,427 crore
from the equities segment, showed NSDL data.The subdued
investor sentiments come on the back of the deepened
Covid crisis in the country.The lockdowns and restrictions
across states also have weakened the prospects of economic
recovery, analysts said.The selling in May continues after
FPIs withdrew net investments of Rs 9,659 crore in April. The
bearish trend last month came after incessant buying in the
preceding six months.The overall net investments in 2020
now stand at Rs 39,656 crore.

Bhopal, Monday, May 17, 2021

I

ndian Railways has commissioned
Wi-Fi at 6,000th railway station in
Jharkhand's Hazaribagh district, the
Ministry of Railways said on Sunday.
"With the commissioning of Wi-Fi at
Hazaribagh Town falling under
Hazaribagh district of Jharkhand in
Dhanbad Division of East Central
Railway as on May 15, Indian Railways
commissioned Wi-Fi at 6,000 Railway
stations," said the Ministry.
Indian Railways have started its jour-

ney by providing Wi-Fi facility at 1st
Railway station Mumbai in January
2016. Thereafter, provided 5,000th
Railway station, at Midanpore in West
Bengal and reached 6,000th Railway
station in Hazaribagh on Saturday.
"Also, on the same day Jarapada station in Angul District of state of Odisha
was also provided with Wi-Fi."
The Wi-Fi facility at Railway stations
meets the objectives of the aspiring
Digital India Program of Government
of India. This will bridge the digital
divide between the rural and urban cit-

izens thereby increasing the digital
footprint in the rural villages and also
enhance the user experience.
"Wi-Fi facility is being provided by
Indian railways at 6000 stations now."
Provision of Wi-Fi facilities at
Railway stations on self sustainable
basis with no cost to the Railways, said
the Ministry, adding this facility was
provided with the help of RailTel, a PSU
under Ministry of Railways. This task
was carried out in partnership with
Google, DOT (under USOF), PGCIL
and Tata Trust."Indian Railway is continuing to extend the Wi-Fi facility at far
flung stations to connect the passengers and the general public with
digital systems."

Team Absolute|New Delhi

B

harti Airtel on Sunday announced special benefits for
low-income customers on its network to help them
stay connected during the ongoing pandemic.As a onetime gesture, Airtel will give the Rs 49 pack free of cost to over
5.5 crore low-income customers. The pack offers a talktime
of Rs 38 and 100 MB data with a validity of 28 days."Through
this gesture Airtel will empower over 55 million customers,
mostly in rural areas, to stay connected and have access to
critical information when needed," said a company statement.At this time, customers have an increased requirement
of staying connected. Keeping this in mind, Airtel prepaid
customers buying the Rs 79 recharge coupon will now get
double the benefit, it said.These benefits will be available to
Airtel customers in the coming week.As per the company,
these benefits are worth Rs 270 crore.

Vax drive cheapest cost to Microsoft, AWS share top spot
economic normalisation: Report in Public Cloud Services market
"The overall estimated welfare cost
of vaccinating universal population
would be 0.6-0.7 per
cent of GDP, assuming no wastage and
optimal distribution," Emkay's Lead
Economist Madhavi
Arora said.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

S

tepping up the vaccination drive is the
cheapest as well as the
most viable policy path to
economic normalisation,
as per a research report by
Emkay Global Financial
Services.
Accordingly, the report
cited that this policy path
was the best suited one
given the strong positive
externalities.
"The overall estimated
welfare cost of vaccinating
universal population
would be 0.6-0.7 per cent
of GDP, assuming no
wastage and optimal distribution," Emkay's Lead
Economist Madhavi Arora
said.
"This is much lower than
the current 0.9-1 per cent

loss of monthly output
amid existing soft local
lockdowns, clearly implying a successful vaccine
strategy is the cheapest
optimal policy path to economic normalisation."
According to the report,
there exists an average
monthly supply gap of 170
million jabs to cover universal population by CY21end .
"The vaccination drive is
skewed state-wise and has
overall slowed substantially, with current '7 dma rate
of 1.9mn shots, 50 per cent
below the peak of 3.7mn'
in March 21."
"The supply gap is significant and can only be
resolved by production
ramp-up. Even after
assuming enhanced supply
from July 21 and November

21, as per Emkay calculations, there will still be a
supply gap of 170mn jabs
per month on an average
for covering universal population by end of this calendar year."
The report's base case
suggests that by March
2022 and July 2022, 70 per
cent and 100 per cent of
the universal population
will likely be vaccinated.
Lately, India reported
daily new record increases
in coronavirus infections,
prompting new lockdowns
as well as restrictive measures to curb the spread of
the pandemic. The exponential rise in new coronavirus cases in India has
been termed as a humanitarian crisis. It also raises
concerns about the country's economic recovery.

Microsoft shared the
top position with
Amazon Web Services
(AWS) as the worldwide public cloud services market grew 24.1
per cent (year-overyear) in 2020 with revenues reaching $312
billion, according to the
International Data
Corporation (IDC).
Team Absolute|New Delhi
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pending continued to consolidate in 2020 with the
combined revenue of the top
5 public cloud service providers
(Amazon Web Services,
Microsoft, Salesforce.com,
Google, and Oracle) capturing 38
per cent of the worldwide total
and growing 32 per cent year over
year.
Thanks to an expanding portfolio of SaaS and SISaaS offerings,

Microsoft now shares the top
position with AWS in the whole
public cloud services market,
with both companies holding 12.8
per cent revenue share for the
year.The public cloud services
market includes Infrastructure as
a Service (IaaS), System
Infrastructure Software as a
Service (SISaaS), Platform as a
Service (PaaS), and Software as a
Service (SaaS),
"Access to shared infrastructure, data, and application
resources in public clouds played
a critical role in helping organisations and individuals navigate the

disruptions of the past year," said
Rick Villars, group vice president,
Worldwide Research at IDC.
While the overall public cloud
services market grew 24.1 per
cent in 2020, consistent with the
past four years, the IaaS and PaaS
segments have consistently grown
at much faster rates.
"Cloud service providers are
rapidly expanding their portfolio
of infrastructure and platform
services to address confidential
computing, performance intensive computing, and hybrid
deployment scenarios," said Dave
McCarthy, vice president, Cloud

and Edge Infrastructure Services.
SaaS applications is the largest
and most mature segment of public cloud with 2020 revenues of
$148 billion.
"The SaaS apps market is dominated by a long-tail of providers
that account for 65 per cent of the
total market," said Frank Della
Rosa, research director, SaaS and
Cloud Software.
In the combined IaaS, SISaaS
and PaaS market, the top five
companies (AWS, Microsoft,
Google, Alibaba, and IBM) captured over 51 per cent of global
revenues, the report mentioned.
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BIG B
WARNS
AGAINST
EFFECTS
OF
CYCLONE
TAUKTAE
IN MUMBAI
Team Absolute|Mumbai

eteran Bollywood star Amitabh
Bachchan has warned against the effects
of cyclone Tauktae in Mumbai. "The
effects of the #CycloneTauktae have begun ..
rains in Mumbai .. please be safe and protected
.. prayers as ever," Bachchan tweeted early on
Sunday. He also spoke about the cyclone in a
blog post written early on Sunday. Taking to his
blog, Big B wrote: "Cyclone Tauktae in the

V

PAYAL
GHOSH LEARNS
URDU FOR 'RED' BY
DIRECTOR ASHOK TYAGI
Team Absolute|Mumbai

ctress Payal Ghosh is perfecting her Urdu for her
upcoming film Red and it is the director Ashok
Tyagi, who is helping her. "Urdu is something
that's very fascinating. I had a little knowledge
about it but did not know of the dialect. My director Ashok Tyagi sir has a very good hand on it
and he patiently sat with me to teach me
Urdu. It's a good learning curve so far,"
Payal said. She hopes she does not let him
down. "So I am really working hard on it.
We are waiting for the situation to ease out
to shoot the film. Hopefully things are fine
soon. Let's all stay safe and sound and
follow the protocols. Things should
ease out soon," she added. "Red"
also features Shakti Kapoor and
Krushna Abhishek.

A

Arabian Sea intensifies along the Western
Coasts of India .. from the South moving up ..
the effects of its arrival have begun here in
Mumbai with rain as I write .. the preparations
for the monsoon rain sheds had just begun so
the vulnerability of leaks , is there and the dealing with rain leakages about is a concern .. we
try to make some make shift arrangements ..
but they are weak and not entirely protective.
"The severity of the monsoons as you all
know is massive and all buildings and loca-

tions become most vulnerable during those 3-4
months of its presence. The JVPD Scheme is a
low lying area and flooding is most imminent ..
so."
Informing about how the cyclone has been
named, the veteran actor further wrote: "The
word 'tauktae' .. the naming of storms cyclones
typhoons et all are taken up and suggested by
the countries in the region and this name has
been given by Myanmar, erstwhile Burma,
which is the name of a vocal lizard."

Pratik Gandhi: Biopic is one
format I've love the most

Avika Gor, Aadil
Khan's music video

'Dilko mere'

Team Absolute|Mumbai

to drop on May 17

ctor Pratik Gandhi, who
became an overnight
sensation playing
Harshad Mehta in the popular
series "Scam 1992: The
Harshad Mehta Story", says
he loves the biopic format the
most because he has done a
lot of work in the biography
genre since the time he acted
on the stage. Pratik adds that his
choice of roles is not necessarily
based on big names or production
houses.
"I am open to all kinds of experiments. That is what I had been doing in
Gujarati films, so I don't think I am a person to shy away from experiments. The biopic
is one format I've love the most because there are
a lot of biopics I have been performing on stage for

A
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alikaVadhu" fame actress
AvikaGor will be seen in the
music video "Dilko mere",
which is slated to drop on May 17. She
says the track, which also stars Aadil
Khan in the video, has nostalgic
value. "Aadil and I have great
chemistry and I think it's evident in the music video. Our
director and crew have done
a marvelous job. The
music is melodious and
everyone would love to
hear it on repeat,"
Avika gushed about
her upcoming project.
She added: "It has
that nostalgic value.
During such difficult
times, it would be an honour
if I can bring any form of entertainment to the audience. I urge
everyone to follow all SOPs and
there can be no slip-ups. We
have to fight together as a
nation and we will
defeat the virus."
Rahul Jain has
composed and
sung the song,
written by
Vandana
Khandelwal. The
video explores
the romance
between two individuals and the journey they go through
together.

"B

JAIDEEP WAS IN BOTH 'SELF DOUBT AND
CONFIDENCE' ON 'PAATALLOK' 1ST DAY
Team Absolute|Mumbai

ctor JaideepAhlawat
went down memory
lane as he shared a
picture from the first day as
Hathiram from the popular
web-series PaatalLok. He
says he was in self doubt
and confidence at the same
time. Jaideep posted a picture on Instagram on Saturday
night, where he is seen
Hathiram's character dressed in a
police officer's uniform. The actor is
seen standing in front of a mirror as he
gets pictured. "I still remember... This was the
1st day on the sets of PaatalLok... Hathiram in

A

a long time. I also want to explore the genres of
comedy and action," said the actor.
He continued: "I like performing complex
human emotions. I love playing complex characters. I am not looking at the set-up, whether it is a
big name or production house. The story should
work for me."
Pratik has predominantly worked in Gujarati
cinema before Hansal Mehta's "Scam 1992" made
him famous all over India. He made his Bollywood
debut with as the hero's buddy in the 2018 film
"Loveyatri", and is currently busy shooting for a
starring role in the upcoming horror comedy
"AtithiBhooto Bhava".
Does he believe he has cracked the key to success after the Sony LIV show "Scam 1992"? Pratik
replies: "What I have understood is that if I can
create an honest emotion, things will fall in place,
and that is what I have observed all these years -in theatre, in Gujarati films and also in "Scam
1992". If I can create those emotions on screen or
on stage, the rest falls in place," he said.

INSTAGRAM PIC OF THE DAY

front of mirror. In self doubt and confidence
at the same time... sure and equally unsure
how this journey is gonna be." He added:
"Thanks to the entire Crew & Cast of #paatallok for this Unforgettable experience of my life
and Thank you each & everyone of you for
giving Soooooo much Love. I am honoured
and humbled. love You All."
PaatalLok is a crime thriller web series
directed by AvinashArun and Prosit Roy. The
series was produced by Anushka Sharma,
under the banner Clean Slate Filmz. It also
stars NeerajKabi, Swastika Mukherjee, Ishwak
Singh, and Abhishek Banerjee and is about a
disillusioned cop who lands the case of an
assassination attempt gone wrong. Jaideep
was recently seen in the "Majnu" segment of
the anthology AjeebDaastaans.

Gautam Gulati AKA Girgit from Radhe on
nailing the menacing look!
Team Absolute|Mumbai

here are characters that come to you once in a lifetime, and Girgit from Radhe
is just that to actor Gautam Gulati. Incidentally, all of Gautam'sfavorite characters till date have been the ones that are all out negative or that have negative shades. Therefore, when the dream role of Girgit came his way, he knew
exactly what nuances to add in order to enhance the character further such as the
smile, something that can be so genuine but in the case of a negative role, it
must give you chills down your spine and that is exactly what Girgit succeeds
in doing.
Speaking on prepping for the role, Gautam affirms that, "I watched
several shows on OTT platforms to just gauge and see on how to nail
the negative character shades right from the look to the expressions
and more. And then I added my own shades to Girgit along with
Salman Sir's conviction and that is how the character was brought to
life. The Tattoo and Haircut was also conceptualised and decided by
Salman sir, and I am glad we followed it to the T. The action scenes did
require a lot of training, sometimes from morning to night and it has
surely paid off." All in all, the Gautam to Girgit transformation
was tough, physically time consuming and even mentally
draining, but when you see the results that are now visible to
one and all onscreen, we know it was totally worth it!

T

Ishita Dutta
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